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*PREFACE

This report stems from a study designed to assess the usefulness of
the 1980 Census for planning in California postsecondary education.
In requesting the report,'the California Postsecondary Education
Commission sought substantive suggestions, for using census data in

its own planning. It asked that the report c/Wer at least these
five topics:

1. the limitations of 1980 Census data with respect to their com-
pleteness and precision;

2. the appropriate time-range or duration of projections that can
be made from these data;,

3. the variety and strength of inferences that can be drawn from
the data;

4. the major postsecondary education issues to which the data can

be applied; and

5. the types and sources of information which can be collected or
examined in order to amplify the usefulness of the census data
for California.

The report addresses these five majcir issues partly asaseparate
topics, but because none of them is easily isolated and because
much of importance to any one issue relates so closely to the
others, responses to each of them will be found throughout the
paper.

Responding to all five topics required a thorough review not only
of published 1980 Census instruments and data but also of unpub-
lished information available through the Bureau of the Census,
including maps, charts, data tapes, special reports on narrowly
defined subject areas, and staff papers prepared for internal use
or for conferences. To complicate the task, much of the data thus
far released by the Bureau are not in written and bound form but
iather on computer tape or-on microfiche and are not readily avail-
able or convenient to potential users. A discussion of these
complications is found Part Two of the report, regarding the
compltteness and reliability of the census data.

Completion of the report was scheduled for the sPring of 1981, but
the Bureau of the Census so delayed the release of guides, reports,
and tapes that this. report was also delayed. In contrast to the
1970 Census', when the final report on California was issued 18

8
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' months after the census date, 26 months have already elapsed sin.Ce

the 1980 Census -and no date has yet been announced for release of
the Califotnia report. This delay has not been fatal to'tlie present

study, however. Much valuable information for postsecondary planning
exists on tape and in preliminary reports from the census; and with
the generous and expert assistance of Ilona Einowski, director of
the State Data Program at the Survey Research Center of the Univer-
sity of-California, Berkeley, I have been able to describe much of
it here as 4ell as indicate the probable publications or tapes from
which other data eventually can be deriyed.

I have divided the report into five parts:

The first traces the use of past census data by higher education
planners as well as the development of the 1980 Census and then
tiscusses the geographic subunits covered by the 1980 Census
that may be of use to postsecondary educAtion planners as well
as differences between the 1970 Census and that of 1980 in their
data items.

The second points out some of the llmitations of the 1980 Census
for-postsecondary planning, including cautions about its timeli-

ness and usefulness.

The third'illustrates potential use of census data in analyzing
issues and problems addressed by the California PoStsecondary
Education Commission in its most recent five-year plan, The
Challenges Ahead: A Planning Agenda for California Postseconda
Education, 1982-1987 (1981).

The fourth annotates additional sources of data beyond the 980

Census for postsecondary education planning.

And the fifth and final section urges the California Postsecon-
dary Education Commission to take greater leadership in expanding
its own data bases from a variety of federal and state sources
and making data about trends available to California postsecon-
dary education planners and leaders.

In addition to Dr. Einowski, I am indebted to my oft coauthor,
Frank M. Bowen, who has read the manuscript and given me his usual
thoughtful suggestions for reorganization and clarification. Any
errors which remain in it, however, are of my own making.

Berkeley, California
May 1982
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ONE

USES AND SCOPE OF THE 1980 CENSUS

The decenniak censuses of the United States do not have a long
history, of use by postsecondary education planners. One reason, of

course, has been the historical sparcity of planning itself in

higher education. For most colleges and universities, planning
until recently consisted largely of copying the curriculum, the
buildings, and the faculty of some existing institution. Not until

this century, when statewide planning for higher education champi-
oned the idea of creating systems of institution% with distinctive
functions to complement each other, did institutional and govern-
ment leaders begin to rely on statewide and national population

statistics for planning in .a focused and comprehensive manner.
Since the 1940s, data from the Bureau of the Census have increas-
ingly been employed in planning the development of public and to
some extent private higher education.

(

These celazds data, however, have seldom been attributed to the

Bureau of the Census. Instead, the U.S. Office of Education; its
NationarCenter for Education Statistics, the American Council on
Education, and other higher education associations have used census
data in making their national projections that were then used by

state and institutional planners.

For statewide data, these planners have relied more frequently on
state-generated statistics than on those originating in the Bureau

of the Census; but for broad national trends, census data have

proven the most creditable of any national source. Thus of all the

many projections of college and university enrollments nationally

that have been made over recent decades, those from the Bureau have

been the most ac6urate. Nonetheless, during the growthperiod of
the 1950s and 1960s, the Bureau seemed to many educators conservative
if not regressive in predicting a decline in the size of the age

groups which would supply the college students of the 1980s, and

even state agencies paid little attention to its forecasts. 'Many
colleges and universitiesprojected additional enrollments merely
by extrapolating ingreases from preceding years: Some more sophis-
ticated.institutions used enrollment data from the several grades
of feeder high schools, these schools' graduation rates, and the

proportion of their graduates attending the institution--often with

a slight add-on for good measure--to project enrollments. Most

state coordinating agencies and statewide governing boards obtained

similar enrollment figures from the high schools and undertook

age-cohort and grade-survival studies to arrive at statewide projec-

tions--most of which q 'te liberal, although much less so than

10



the aggregate projections of institutions, which taken together
often exceeded the total age cohorts commonly attendiAlg college.
Not until the late 1960s and early 1970s did these state agencies
and boards become mordttealistic about future enrollment prospects
in the face of inevitable declines in these cohorts.

The 1960 and 1970 Censuses had little direct impact on these enroll-
ment forecasts, since even the Bureau ot the Census made its projec-
tions primarily...on the basis of its annual current Population
Surveys. But the decennial censuses have provided baseline data
that Bureau demographers and planners in alf fields have taken as
the most authoritative source regarding the size and location of
the American population and the age, sex, and other demographic
characteristics of the American people: Planners look forward to
each census to provide new benchmarks for measurink social progress
in housing, income, education, and empl4me4. Beyond its original
purpose of counting the population to establish state congressional
representation, census information is now used by fe ral and state
governments for funding purposes and by buSiness and industry for
detecting trends usefuAf in marketing products and services. Thus
for many government rograms, funds follow population. Local
governments and cities receive state'financial aid according to
their proportion of state population, whilestates receive between
$50 billion and $75 billion a year in federal funds for highways,
health, welfare, housing, job training, student aid, and a host of
other functions according to formulas involving census counts.
Business mid industry use census data, among other reasons to
pinpoint probable clientele dawn to particular city blocks. And
many private demographic companies uge census data in producing
maps, charts, graphs, and analyses both for business gild industry
and for government. Thus planners familiar with the data produced
by the 1970 Census have awaited the results of the 1980 Census with
particular anticipation for comparative purposes; and in higher
education, far more planners and administrators 4ave h4ed to use
1980 Census data than did so in 1970.

DEVELOPMENT AND SCOPE OF THE 1980 CENSUS

The preparation for a new deeenn al census begins almost iMmedi-'
ately after completion of the pr ceding one and long before the
information from the:previous one has been published. Competition
centers on those few questions to be asked of everyone in the
nation and desired by various special-interest groups. For-eXample,
in tbe 1980 Census, myriad proposed qnestions were winnowed doWn to,
seveh concerning population characteristics and twelve concerning
housing that would be answered by every person. These 19 "short

i
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rm" questions are numbered 1-7 for population and for "Housing"
1-1112 in Table 1 on t,he next two pages, which also lists. the,major

items on the "long" forms of both the 1970 and 1980 questionnaires
as wel ing the percentage of the poPulation to whom they

administered. Together, the 19 short form questions .alloW a
-total of 322 responSe options from which respondents could Ehoose
and took about 15 minutes to complete. '(Among changes between 1970
and 1980, the 1980 short form included 15 response categories on
national origin and (lid not use the word-race, in contrast to the
nine categories for "race" in' 1970.)

The 19-80 long form consisted of the 33 questions on PopUlation
charafteristics and 32 on housing listed in Table 1, with some
AuestionS divided into several parts, fot a total of 2,220 reSponse
optidns. It was administered to one oin every five persons in
places of over 5,000 population and to one in two elsewhere, for a
total sample of about 19 percent. "(A copy of both forms, annotated
by American Demographics, is included in Appendix A.)

The great economic, social, and technlogfcal changevin American
society during th4 1970s might lead one to suppose that the items
in the 1980 Census might all =be as different from those on'the 1970/

forms as that for national origin Op race. Yet this is not the
case, as can be peen in Table 1, despite the many importunings of
special interest groups to include "their" questions. ,In 1980,- the

number of "Short form" population items increased by one (5panish
origin), imusing items dropped by two,.and the item condominium was
substituted for basement. (Appendix -B identifies each of the
changes made in these complete count-items.between 1970 and 1980.)

A greater change between 1970 and 1980 occurred in sampling rates
.

and "long form" items. In 1970, various size samples of the popu-
lation were used depending on the item, with some questions'asked
of only 5 percent of the population, some of 15 percent,,and others
of up to 20 percent. In 1980, however, an crease to*about 19
percent for all sampleitems increased the re ability of the data'

as well: as provided uniformity acrOss all sample items. Among the
sample items, some from 1970 in both population and housing were
dropped entirely for 1980 and others were added. The total number
of sample items in 1980 was shorter for a more complex dociety than
in 1970, with cost hiving a bearing on the number. The 1980 Oensus
is edtimated to have cbst $1 billion, and already the Government
Accounting Office speculates that the 1990 Census will cost about
$4 billion (The Numbers News, March 15, 1982)., If the' number of
items in 1990 is smaller than in1980, the 1990 Census will be much
less useful than 1980's. ,

r2
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TABLE 1

CO4ARISON OF ITEMS ON THE
1980 AND 1970 QUESTIONNAIRES

Percentageofthe
lire g on 19i10 questiennalm
questionnaire including the item

Population Items 1910 1970

1. Name 100% 100%
2. Household relationship 100 100'
3. Sex 100 100
4, Rai* 100 100'
5. Age 100 100

6. Marital status 100 100
7. Spanish origin 100 51

& School enrollment and type 52 15

9. 10. Years of school completed 5 20
11. Place of birth 5 20
12a. Cdzenship S 5

12b. Year 01 immigration 5 5'
134.-c. Current language and ability to speak English 5 -
14. Ances07 s -
15. Residence S years ago 5 15
16. Age screening question (items 17-33 are limited

to persons 15 years old and over) 5 20

17. Activity 5 years ago $ 20

18. Veterans status and period of service 5 151
191.-b. Work disability 5 SI

19c. Public transportation disability 5

in. Children ever born 5 20

21. Marital history 5 5
ri. 2S. 26. . Employment status 5 20

72. Hours worked last week 5 20

23. Place of work S 13

24a. Travel time to work s -
24b. Means of transportatioi% to work 5 15'
-24c.-d. Carpooling 5 -
27. Year last worked 5 20

28.. Industry 5 10
29. Occupation 5 VP
30. Class of worker 5 20

31b. Weeks worked last year 5 20

31c. Hours usually worked per week last year s -
11d. Weeks unemployed last year . s -
32. 33. . Income, by type 5 ZO'

Derived' Family size and household size 100' 100

Derived Family type and household type 100 100

Derived Poverty status 5 20

Derived Type of group quarters 5 20

Derived Spanish surname' 4* 5 20

Derived Spanish heritage - 20

Oerived Foreign stock - 15

Mother tongue - 15

einhplace of parents - 15

Vocational training - s
Industry arid occupation 5 years ago - s
Duration of disability - s

Housing Items
H1. to 113. Coverage questions' 100 /00
H4. Number of living quaners at address 100 100

Access to unit 100 100

H6. Complete' plumbing facilities 100 ' 1001

13
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0 TABLE 1 .

(Continued)

items f on IMO
questionnaire

Percentage of the
questionnaires

including the item

HtlOsing ItemsContinued 1980 1970

H7. Number of rooms 100 100

Hfi. Tenure 100 100

H9. Condominium identification 100 100'
1110. Acreage and commercial establishments 100 100

H11. Value 100 100

H12. Contract rem 100 100
Cl. C2. Vacancy status 100 100

_

C. Boarded-up status 100
D. Duration of vacancy 100 100

H13. Units in structure 5 20

H14a.-b. Stories in structure and presence of elevator 5 5

H15. Farm status S 20'
H16. H17. Source of water and sewage disposal 5 15

HI& Year structure buik S 20

PM. Year householder moved into unit 5 151

H20. Heating equipment S 20

HZIa..c. Fuels used for house heating, water heating,
, and cooking 5 15
HZ2a.-d. Cost of utilities and fuels (component of

gross rent and selected monthly owner costs) 5 20

H23. Complete kitchen facilities 5 100

P124. Bedrooms 5 5

H25. Bathrooms 5 15

H25. Telephone S 100'
NV. Air conditioning 5 15

H28. Automobiles available 5 15

H29. Vans or light trucks available 5

H30. to H32. Selected shelter costs for homeowner% 5 .
Denved Persons in unit (household sizel 100 100

Derhie4 Persons per room 100 100

Derived Gross rent 5 20

Derived Selatted monthly owner costs 5 ..
Basement 100

Clothes washing machine 5

Clothes dryer 5
Dishwasher 5

Home food freezer 5

Television .... 5

Battery radio .. 5

Second home .... 5

15510 futile* is sissilicandy chained from 5578 version in ctsnmot car
Amount Odessa.

Indicates sample information asked on the lorrtform questionnaire.
55s0 turas asked on a lamely basis are asked of 116 213 elecaht ef
Osesing oohs. EXCEPT ier governmental furiseimiens at fine than 2400
husabitancs where this mewling rate is changed 53 ;vaunt ot all housing
Uhi tt. in combination, the me %amebas rat. Dredges a enteral samplki
rase setweelmatelv IS wont.
vrho is net zignilleandy different: the classification vestom
(welch is ineetendow) is viry drawee*.
"Verbeir elfin re areeS which do nit Meat en the ouestiMuraire ker.
Insuei, we misstated by combining information Oohs other items. For
example whits no stnesdon Asetifically asks family size, family size can S.
determined based en reraensts ta the household Makeshift sluettlen-
, its rv. saudwestent s tun *My.
Them onstiens hells ensure that the casings et household members is
compute.

BEST ti/Ei AWMUIME



POTENTIAL UTILITY OF THE 1980
CENSUS FOR ACADEMIC PLANNING

On the cover of the 1980 Census forms, the Bureau of the,Census
rightly declared that "the census is a vitally important national
activity." It explained to respondents that "your answers, when
combined with the answers from other people, will provide the
statistical figures needed by public and private groups, schools,
business and industry, and Federal, State, and local governments
across the country. These figures will help all sectors of Ameri-
can society understand how out" population and housing are Changing.
In this way, we can deal more effectively with today's problems and
work toward a better future for all of uo."

Educators can be among the chief users of census data in order to
deal more effectively with these problems and work toward this
better future. Without exhausting the Lift of items helpful to
higher education, the documents to be published in various ways by
the Bureau of the Census from the 1980 Census will include for
geographic subunits the age of the population by individual years
and by ranges particularly appropriate for educational planning;
sex; natIonal origin; family income in ranges; educational attain-
ment; Current enrollment in school; highest degree obtained; abil-
ity to speak English; and whethtr a foreign language is spoken in
the home, as well as such.housing'characteristics as the number of
persons in- each household, .number of children, occupations of
family members, cost of housing, number of persons per room, age of
buildings, length of residence, presence of telephones, and numben
of automobiles. When analyzed singly or in combination, these and
other items can provide a vast amount of data for planning at every
institutional and geographical level of education, from pre-school
to adult education and from local neighborhood to state regional
systems. Ideas for such analyses at the statewide postsecondary
level are suggested in Chapter Three below, but some indication of
them may be evident from the summary of selected .California data'
from the first data tape released by the Bureau of the Census that,
appears in Table 2. (Because the tape from which Table 2 is drawn'
was later corrected, California's total 1980 population was
23,667,565T-or 341 less than the 23,667,906 listed there; and this
figure may be changed in the final printed reports due in 1983.)
Tables similar in format, to Table 2 are available for each of
California's counties. Copies for particular counties can be
obtained by contacting the Editor of Publications, CalifOrnia
Postsecondary Education Commission, 1020 Twelfth Street, Sacramento,
CA 95814 (916-322-8021).



TABLE 2

SEIECTED POPULATION AND HOUSEHOLD CHARACTERISTICS, CALIFORNIA, 1980

.1a Popuistion and Household Characteristics

Uni t Persons Number !Percent! UM sliersons Mel* !Percent! Female 1Percent

Population Ily Race. Including Hispenles
White
Black
Native American
American Indian
Eskimo
Aleut

Asian and Pacific Islander f4
Japanese
Chinese
Filipino
Korean
Asian Indian
Viet
HawaIlan
Guamanian
Samoan
Remaining Races f3

Population by Race, Excluding Hispanics
Whtte. not Hispanic
Slack, not Hispanic
Rat Amer and Asian/Pac 191, not Hispanic
Remaining Races, not Hispanic

Hispanic by Origin
Mexican
Puerto Rican
Cuban
Other Hispanic
Hispanic by Race
White ,

Bleck .

Native American, end Asian/Pee 1.1 f4
Remsining Races f3

Uni 8 Persons 15 Veers and Older

PopUlation by Martial Status
Harried. Including separated
Never-Harried
Divorced nd Widowed

23.667.996
15.939.592
1.1119.251
291.369
195.155

1.734
1.41111

1.253.515
261.922
322.399
357.492
113445
117.9111

59.691
230156
17.673.
211.11111

2.362.541

19023.671
18.763.991
1.753.11111
1.349.1169
226.7111

ISO.'
76.2
7.7

9s.4

9.7
6.3
29.9
26.7
25.6
5.3
4.6
7.1
1.5
1.4
1.6

11101

time
52.4
9.3
7.1
1.2

4.644.331 IWO
3.637.466 MO

53.131 2.11

61.11114 1.3
7620123 1 16.6

4444.331 IWO
28264:991 49.9

35.471 11.1
116.115 2.3

2.135441 47.1

Number IP tl

141413.136 HMO
19.635.461 56.9
6.153.277 MO
2.794,395 15.1

Population by Age/Sex 11,666.486
11-4 Veers 1173.639
1-13 Veers 1.571.693

t4-11$ Veers 3117.71111

16 'Infra and Over 8,833.453
16-17 Veers 429.782
18-19 Years 461.499
25-2I Veers . 453.779
22-24 Veers 729,289
26-34 Veers 2,141.417
35-44 Yours 1.415.997
45-54 Veers 1.157.215
66-64 Mars 1,1411.726
65-74 Veers 645.1111

. 75 Veers And Over 335.641
-Median Ave loVearsk i MO

g.

120101.417
634.76i

1.617.149
374.551

9.21150126
4119.753
434.776
4441.671.
694.226

2.191495
1.41141.941
1.212.719
1.153.542
4122.571
617.631

31.11

ISO.,
7.1
12.6
3.1

77.4
3.4
3.6
3.7
6.5

17.6
11.7 .

9.6
6.9
5.1 ,4

,Universet Houveholds N umber, iPerc.nt

Persons in liouseNtilds/HoUsehold Type f7
Tots! Households fl
1 Person A
Female Householder
2 or More Persons
Married-couple Filially
Other Family, Female HoUseholder
Other Family. ilonfamily Householdi

Median Persons pet Unit f7
Persons in Households 65 Veers and Over f7

I Person
2 or More Persons

Uhiverses Householde With One or liore
Persons Under 10 Veers by Type

8.129.811
2,131.878
1.138.712
1.08.98S
4.783.841
913.264
O 35.553

2.3
1.741.165
669.554

1.171461

24.7
56.1
75.3
73.2
13.9
12.9

IMO
35.5
61.5

Namber IP

total Households With Pereone Under 18
Harried-couple Family
Other Family, Hale Householder
Other rniallY. Female Householder
Nonfesily Households
Related Children. Under I Vears f8
Related Children, 11-17 Veers f8

.1b Housing Characteristics
4

3.261.261
2.449.932

141.797
6368593
43.838

1.676.392
4.535.561

ISO.,
74.8
4.3

19.6
1.3

27.11
7301

Univers/88 Total Hodaing Units I Number 1Percenti Universes Vear-RoUnd Housing Units

Total Howling Units I 6,279.836
All Occupied Housing Unita i 8,629.066
Lack Complete Plumbing tor exel use fig i 1211.135
Mean Number of Rooms i 4.1
Persons per Room. 1.11 or bore 618.313
Homeowner Vacancy Rota I 2.3
Rental Vacancy Rate I 5.1
Ail Cond?minium Housing Unite 1 414,934

Number 1Percen.

IMO 1 Tot111 Yolir-itound Raging Units I 9,221.421
9301 1 Owner OccUpled I 4.825.252
IA 1 Lack Complete Pluelpino for Intel Ilse f13 I 17.8113

I Medino Value *Dotter° fll 414.7115

7.4 I *enter Occupied 301114,614
Lick Conplet FlUMbing POP Mal US* f11 115.376
Median Contract lent lbolletel 112 I 253

4.1' I Vscint I 191.555

Source: 1980 Census data, run February 10,-1982 by tlAawrence Berkeley Laboratory.

'as
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The publications of the 1980 Census are being released in three
series: 1980 Census of Population; 1980 Census of Housing: and a

combined 1980 Census of Population and Housing. Through one classi-
fication or another, the Bureau of the Census intends to report
population and housing data for every bit of United States terri-
tory where any people live. Some "places" in Alaska, for example,
reported by the census had fewer than 25 people in 1980, and 94
"places" had fewer than 100. The threshold for a "place" in the
contiguous 48 states, however, is at least 1,000 persons. Here, in
densely populated states, cities, and Standard Metropolitan Statis-
tical Areas-(SMSAs; commonly referred to as "metropolitan areas"),
the-Bureau provides data on "places," "central cities," "suburbs,"
"minor civil divisions" collectively having over 50,000 population,
"census tracts" consisting of about 4,000 persons, and "block
groups" consisting of a number of city blocks composed of abgut
1,000-persons, as well as "blocks" bounded.by four streets and
composed of an average of 100 persons. Figure 1 demonstrates the
method used by the Bureau in designating these various geographic
areas. In addition, the Bureau reports data in "nonmetropolitan
areas" by county, place4 "census county division," and "enumeration
district." Figure 2 illustrates these geographic units, and a -

glossary of these geographic terms as used by the Bureau appears in
Appendix C.

Each of these geographic divisions has its special uses for govern-
ment, business, industry, and other interest groups including
school systems and colleges. Those of particular use to higher
education depend on the type of institution or system involved.
For a community college or primarily commuter-oriented institution,
data on group blocks, census tracts, metropolitan areas, or one or
more counties might best be analyzed for the implications that
their populations have on its academic program, attendance rates,
need for student aid, and similar matters. Officials of such a
college can learn much about the localspopulation through census 7

data on these areas; and they can adapt its services.to this popu-
lation just as a business or industry markets its products--focusing
on areas of greatest need or most likely to produce results. In

contrast, decision makers of a regiohal state college or university
mightwell look at data from several surrounding counties or nearby
metropolitan areas to 'make similar judgments, while those at insti-
tutions with statewide drawing power could profitably study census
data on the whole state and collections of counties to note trends
affecting them. Institutions that draw many students from distant
cities may find the demographic trends in those cities more impor-
tant for planning than any others. State coordinating agencies or
governing boards in small states'or those without great in- or
out-migration or changes in socioeconomic conditions, may find
state-level data sufficient, but in most states, they will-need to
analyze data on a county-by-county basis--for example, in order to
know the proportions of different ethnic groups and the degree to
which English is spoken in each county.

-8-
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FIGURE 1
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FIGURE 2

CENSUS GEOGRAPHIC AREAS-NONMETROPOLITAN

Minoravil Division (MCD)
or Census County Division (CCD)

Source: Bureau of the Census, 1978.
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n California, the several levels of geographic units for which
1980 Census data will be available are listed in Tables 3, 4, and
5. In addition to the 'tabular data available for these geographic
divisions, the Bureau of the Census will issue the several series
of maps described in Table 6. For California, a complete s'et of u
these maps, when available, will cost almost $4,000. For higher
education, the Metropolitan Map Series (MMS), the Vicinity Map
Series (VMS), and the County maps would seem tif most value, both
for individual colleges and universities and for statewide or
system offices.

In sum, although seldom used directly in the past by educational
planners and administrators, census data have the potential of much
Use by them; and by reviewing the geographic sources of recent and
current students, college and university leaders can determine
which of the census's geographical units most applies to their
institution and eventually obtain data on these units that should
aid them in their planning.
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TABLE 3

NUMBER OF CENSUS TRACTS, ENUMERATION DISTRICTS,
BLOCK GROUPS AND BLOCKS

CALIFORNIA COUNTIES, 1980

County Tracts EDa
Number of

Block Grouns Blocks

Alameda 296 2 1,142 10,289
Alpine -- 10 -- --
Amador -- 35 .....

Butte 36 120 63 913
Calaveras 31' -- --

Colusa 15 -- --

Contra Costa . 158 -- 708 6,705
Del Norte -- 51 -- --
El Dorado 19 99 39 619

Fresno 109 216 419 5,410

Glenn 33 --

Aumboldt 26' 195 65 1,038
Imperial 25 119 60 692
Inyo 62 -- --

Kern 84 54 406 6,590

Kings 18 80 495

Lake 76'

Lassen 50
Los Angeles 1,644 44 6,382 63;205

Madera 12 68 28 43

Marin 49 23 237 2,034

Mariposa D -- 26

Mendocino Tf.M
3a 116 17 219

Merced , 24 63 71 1,157

Modoc 40 401110

Mono -- 31 -- --

Monterey 69 63 187 2,888

Napa 20 22 132 944

Nevada 12 66 --

Orange. 418 -- 1,355 15,133

Placer 28 63 100 993

Pluma3 30

Riveraide 112 376 558 7,203

Sacramento 151 27 559 7,359

San Benito 46

,

San Bernardino 123 246 694 8,052

San Diego 384 127 1,375 15,005

San Francisco 156 -- 614 5,259

San Joaquin
San Luis Obispo

86
30

41
193

442
46

4,253
841 41

(continued)
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TABLE 3

(Continued)

County Tracts EDs
Number of
Blook Groups Blocks

San Mateo 146 5 552 5,917
Santa Barbara 68 74 229 2,958
Santa Clara . 261 -6 1,131 11,513
Santa Cruz 45 20 178 1,971
Shasta 27 61 47 1,277

Sierra . 11 4.1111

Siskiyou 105 =MI

Solana 64 25 243 '2,328
Sonoma 59 139 ;38 2,438
Stanislaus 57 397 4,205

Sutter 11 17 41 575
Tehama 21 52 11 249
Trinity 25
Tulare 51 201 120 2,377
Tuolumne 61 =MO

Ventura 114 A2 430 4,851
Yolc 25 58 68 1,007
Yuba 11 23 37 524

State Total 5,034 3,884 19,451 209,969

aBlock Numbering Areas.

Source: California State Data Center, 1981.



TABLE 4

STANDARD METROPOLITAN STATISTICAL AREAS
CALIF0RNIA, 1980

Waite

a
Counties Included Tracts

Weber of
Ells Block Groups blocks

Anaheim-Santa Ana-Garden.Grove Orange 418 -- 1,315 15,132

Sakersfield Kern 84 '54 406 6.590

Chico Butte" 36 . 120 63 913

Fresno
.

Fresno 109 216 419 5,410

Los Angeles-Long :leach. Los Angeles 1444 44 6.312 63.205

Modesto Stanialaus 57 397 4.205

Oxnard-Simi Valley-Ventura Ventura . 114 42 430 4,851

Redding Shasta 27 61 47 1,277

Itiveraide -Sap larnardino -Ontario Riverside. San Bernardino 235 622 1.252 15.255

Sacramento. Placer. Sacramento, foto 204 141 727 9.359

Salinas -Seasida-Monterey Monterey 69 62 187 2.888

San Otago San Diego 384 127 1375 15,005

Sas Francisco -Oakland Alameda. Contra Costa. Marin,
Ian Francisco, San Mateo 105 30 3.253 30,204

San Jose Santa Clara 261 6 1.131 11.513

Santa Sarbara-Sante Maria-Lompo0 Santa Sarbara 68 74 229' 2.958

Santa Crui Santa Crux 45 20 178 1,971

Santa Rosa Sonoma 59 139 23$ 2.431

Stockton San Joaquin Si 41 442 4.252

Vallejo-fairfield-Nape NaPa. Solano SC , 47 375 3.272

visalia-Tulare-rorterville Tulare ,51 201 120 2.377

Yuba City Sutter, Yuba 21 40 78 1,099

Each of the 30 countles Included in the SMSAs'llsted above is completely divided into
census tracts. In addition, the following 8 ccruntles are completely tracted:

kL Dorado, Humboldt, Imperial...El.:gm, Madera, Merced, Nevada, San Luis Obispo

Ror the remaining 20 counties, tracts were not stablisised. Instead, *numeration
districts form the amellest geographic area.

Source: Callfornia State Data Center, 1981.
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TABLE 5

URBANIZED AREAS
CALIFORNIA, 1980

Antioch-Pittsburg
Bakersfield
Chicol
Fairfield
Fresno

Hemet
Lancatter
Los Angeles-Long Beach.
Modesto
Napa

Oxnard-Ventura-Thousand Oaks
Palm Springs
Redding
Sacramento
Salinas

San Bernardino-Riverside
San Diego
San Francisco-Oakland
San-Jose
Santa Barbhra

Santa Cruz
Santa Maria
Santa Rosa
Seaside-Monierey
Simi Valley

Stockton
Visalia
Yuba City
Yuma (California Portion)

Source: California State Data Center, 1981.
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TABLE 6

1980 CENSUS MAPS

Maps are particularly helpful when morking,with lower levels of ,

Census Geography (blocks, EDs, and tracti) because they are the
only method qf locating the specific geographical boundaries of
the area being studied. There are several series of maps that

. show census boundaries:

Metropolitan Map Series (MMS) maps cover the urbanized por-
tion of SMSAs. Each map sheet shbws the names streets and
other significant features, boundaries and names (or numbers)
of places, census county divisions, congressional districts,
census tracts, enumeration districts', and blocks.

Vicinity Map Series (VMS) maps are comparable to the Metro-
politan Map Series but cover urban places outside of SMSAs.

County. maps cover those portions of counties not covered by
the Metropolitan Map Series and all of those counties outside
of SMSAs. They show the same types of boundaries that are
shown on the Metropolitan Map Series. County maps are
usually reproductions of maps obtained from individual State
highway departments with Census Geography superimposed.

Place maps cover all 1980 census incorporated and census
designated'places not included on the Metropolitan Map
Series. Place maps, usually based on maps...aupplied by local
agencies, identify streets and show boundaries for places,
census county divisions, congressional districts, enumeration
districts, and when appropriate, census tracts and'blocks.

Tract Outline maps show the boundaries and numbers or names
of census tracts, counties, and all places with a population
of 10,000 or more for all SMSAs. Only streets and map
features which form tract boundaries are shown on the maps.

Source: California State Data Center, 1981.,
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TWO

LIMITATIONS OF THE 1980 CENSUS
FOR POSTSECONDARY PLANNING

The utility of the 1980 Census for college and
depends on (1) the availability of its data,
uged by the Bureau of the Census to release
reliability of the data, and (4) the accuracy
can be drawn from the data. These issues are
chapter.

AVAILABILITY OF 1980 DATA

universitl planning
(2) the technology
the data, (3) the
of prbjections that
the topics bf this

a

After "amost two years and $1 billion," The Wall Street Journal '

reported on March 9 of this year, ". . . the Census Bureau can tell
you little more about Americans than it could before the 1980
census." This statement summarizes the current frustrations of
users of census data.

4

Over the years, the Bureau of the Census has earned a reputation4-
for exactness, promptness, and reliability'regarding its data. The

importance of the data to so-many different users, frbm commercial
pollsters who use its sample household bases for surve5& purposes to
school districts planning building construction and -Cliising, has
encouraged the Bureau to exert every effort to serve istg clientele
faithfully and fully. The more accurate the Bureau's data, the
more-likely users would be to base good' decisions on them. And in
past decades, the Bureau's functions, bUdget, ahd staff of experts
grew because of the confidence it had earned.

The 1980 Census has lowered, in the short run at least, the public
esteem of the Bureau. The staff director of the House Subcommittee
on Census and Population has complained that "by the time people
get what they need, it'll be Way out of date." An auditor in the
General Accounting Office says, "The dati is already too late; if
it's not current, it's not relevant" TThe Wall Street Journal,
March 9, 1982). Many users are still making do with 1970 data,
awaiting adequately detailed 1980 data. The 1980 data now being
released are, on average, more than a year behind schedule. In
1979, the Bureau promised that all its 1980 data would be released
by April 1982--the second anniversary of the count. By that date,

however, not even the first printed volume was available. In 1981,

the Bureau was able to provide overall population figures to the

-17-



states so that reapport(ionment of the House of Representatives
could take place, but these figures.were much disputed by some
states who claimed undercdunts as the reason for losing a represen-
tative' Or two. 'City counts of the population have also been widely
disputed, and because billions of federal and state dollars depend
on those counts, cities haVe gone to court to obtain Bureau data on

who filled out census questionnaires at what addresses. The codrts
have not been sympathetic to theBcities, indicating that such data
is confidential and that other goverdmental bodies have to legal
right to "monitdr" the Bureau.'s census counts. The Bureau promises
confidentiality to respondents, specially important to minority
groups and illegal immigrants, in order to ensure a full count; and

at least partially bedause of its assurances, the Bureau counted
five anda half million more people in the 1980 Census.than it had
expected. It appears unlikely that this confidentiality will he
destroyed by the courts: While these cases have not accounted
entirely for the Bureau's delay in reportinvcertain data, they
have tended to delay final reporting.

A more direct cause of delay has been Reagonomics. Because of
budget cutbacks, the Bureau of the Census has been unable to hire
the extra people required to computerize data, set up table'shells,
and eliminate inevitable defects from programs. Indeed, as of
March 19, 1982, it was forced to lay off 500 permanent personnel
and to place all remaining employees, including its director, on
furlough for one of every ten working days through May. These

budget cuts caused massive disruptions as senior staff bumped
lower-level personnel, analytical and computer staff were reduced,
mOrale lowered, and productivity impaired.

Besides budget cuts, another reason-for the delay in releasidg the
data according to The Wall Street Journal, has been the inadequacy
of the Bureau's ancient computers to handle the load planned for
them--a failure of foresight that can be'laid to Bureau administra-
tors 4ter the 1970 Census.

As a result of these several problems, complete and final 1980
Census data will not be available in printed form until mid-1983 at

the earltest. P

TECHNOLOGY FOR RELEASE OF DATA

Despite these publication delays, the Bureau made available, in
computer tape STF-1A, data oil all 19 of the "short form" or 100
percent items, broken down to the census-tract level for each
state. In April 1982, on Tape STF-114 these data were broken down

-
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to the group block and block levels which are so important to local.

government, business, and industry. Data on the 65 additional
"long form" or "sample" items regarding employment, income, school
enrollment, educational attainment, and household characteristics
are not yet available, however, at the county or lower levels
either on tape or in separate state publications. These data are
being compiled first for the smaller staies, leaving the largest
such as New York and California to the very end--according to a
Bureau spokesman, "so that we can get the bugs out first" (The Wall
Street Journal, March 9, 1982).

A nuMber of censuS reports formerly available in printed forM will
be available for the 1980 Census only on tape or microfiche.
Appendix D lists estimates ,of ihe Bureau of the Census for the
release dates of its major.data tapes, printed volumes,. And micro-
fiche files, but most of these dates have now been extended by from
three to six months.. Foremost large universities and other major
msers of census data, the restriction Of some data to tape or
microfiche will not impede their.use. Yet smaller institutions may
be hampered by the lack of printed products, especially those
containing cross-item analyses. A complete set of STF-1 data tapes
for California costs between $840 and $2,940, depending on the
technidal capabilities of the coMPuter used to access the data.
Cost of miCrofiche for California when available will probably be
less:than $200, but Bureau paper prints of microfiche will cost
considerably more, judging from existing prices. For example, the
Massachusetts STF-1A microfiche costs $68, but its paper print
costs $2,580.

As a final note on the availability of information, the Data Users
Division of the Bureau, which handles distribution and consultation
service on Bureau products and which is now entering its most
active period in the decade, is losing 28 of its 120 staff members,
and 10 vacant positions will remain unfilled. The Division's
technical documentation staff is losing Seven of its ten-member
staff, and after the accompanying "rifling" and "bumping" will have
eight members. Hence service is likely to be slower than in the
past. Indeed,.unless orders are placed prior to the release date
of a particular product, one must wait for its second "printing."

RELIABILitY OF CENSUS DATA AND
RESULTING POPULATION ESTIMATES

.
The reliability of 1980 data cannot yet fully be judged. The
Bureau maintains that the 1980 Census was the most accurate of any
to date, although its'admitted undercounting of ethnic minorities
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4

'-may make local, state; and regional totals for areas with high'

proportions of minorities particularly uareliable.*

The most telling argument of the Bureau for the reliability of its
1980 data are the 5.5 million people identified in the 1980 censUs
who were unaccounted for by population projections and estimates up
until census day. On the other hand, this 5.5 million discrepancy,
out of a total iperease from the 1970.census of 234 millioft, can
be considered a substantial error in Bureau estimating--particularly
by an a:-icy that offers estimates of the American population
second,y-second throughout the year at the Commerce building in
Wash'sgton, D.C., and 'whose estimates and projections have been-
as- Hed to be more accurate taan those of private demographic
nalysts or state and local governments.

How could the Bureau underestimate the population increase between
1970 and 080 by well over'20.percent? The answers so far provided
both by the Bureaeand by outside experts put ia some jeopardy its
reputation fo, reliability. Bryant Robey, editor of American
Demographics, writes that (1982, p. 40):

Early returns from the 1980 Census show that the Census
Bureau population projections understate the likely
differences in population trends among the different
regions of the country because the projections are based
upon inaccurate assumptions. -For one thing, the Census.
Bureau underestimated the extent of migration among
regions during the 1970s. For another, bureau projections
could not estimate the extent of illegal immigration. As

a result, the projections overestimate the number of
young adults in the Northeast and underestimate them in
.the South and West.

The Numbers News for October 19 1981 (No. 10),.states the case
more graphically:

Comparison of population estimates and 1980 census results
reveals "a definite pattern of major deficits in the
postcensal [1970] estimates for the states of the South
and West and of relatively small differences for the
states of the Northeastern and North Central regions" the
Census Bureau reports.

*Based on matching households in the Current Population Survey with
1980 Census returns, the Bureau estimates that the 1980 Census
missed 5.1 percent pf Blacks and 4.4 percent of non-Black Hispan-
icsi but overcounted whites 'by 0.3 percent, ior a total undercount
of 0.6 percent, compared to a 1970,Black undercount of 7.7 percent
and total undercount of 2.2 percent (The Numbers News, October 19,
1981).
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The Number News illustrates these "major deficits" by the fact that
in Nevada, the census counted 10.06 percent more residents than
estimated, in Arizona 8.03 percent, and in Florida 7.51 percent.
At the other extreme, Alaska's census count was 2.2 percent lower."*

Illegal immigration undoubtedly accounted in part forthe mistaken
estimates of the Bureau between 1970 and 1980 about population
growth in the South and West, where.most legal immigrants and

it.th.e

probably most illegal immigrants as well have recen y located.
Estimates of illegal immigrants in the country range f m below two
million to as many as nine million, with the Bureau of Census
estimating that the number "is almost certainly below '6.0 million
and may be substantially less, possibly only 3.5 to 5.0 million"
(American Demographics, October 1981, p. 22). Of this number,'
probably fewer, than three million are Mexican nationals. But as
many as two-thirdwof the total may reside in California and the
rest of the Southwest. Since the Bureau can count in the census
only those who are willing to be counted and then statistically
assume a certain percentage of undercounting of all its figures,
those data for illegals are probably most pione to error. This
likelihood affects state totals in such Southwest and Pacific
states as California disproportionately to others.

In summary, the 1980 Census was probably the most accurate of any
decennial census, although its undercounting of minorities and
illegal immigrants affects the accuracy of regional and state data
in geographic areas most,susceptible to illegal immigration. The
disCrepancy of 5.5 million between 1980 estimates and the census
indicates that something is amiss with the projection or estimating
techniques of the Bureau. Such techniques become more and more
important during the decade until the next census. The Bureau is .
currently reassessing its estimating techniques, but unless it
improves its techniques for estimating both population increase and
regional migration during the 1980s, users should be increasingly
cautious about the reliability of these estimates as the decade of
the 1980s moves forward in time. Although the idea of a census
every five years, was much talked about in the last decade--among
other reasons, to verify such estiMates--it seems highly improbable
for 1885,'now that the cost of the 1990 Census is already being
criticized as exorbitant by the General. Accounting Office.

*The Joint Center for Urban Studies of Harvard and MIT predicts
that the migration of young people to the Southwest will not be as
great'in the 1980s as in the 1970s because of high costs of living
and housing. it foresees that the Pacific states will be a slower
growth area than the remainder of the West, although the West will
continue to grow much faster than the national average (Robey;
1982).



UTILITY OF CENSUS DATA

Census data for 1980-.4f noepopulation éstimalies between censuses--

are as accurate as it seems possible to make them, but are they the

particular data that users need? Some of the questions that have
been raised about them include these: .Are they the most important
data needed by ,the society? Do they reflect social and lifestyle
trends. as well as demographic and economic 'shifts? And are they
collected ftequently enough to ittdicate current conditions?

In the August 24, 1981, issue of U.S. News and World Reports, its
staff economists showed how errors and inaccurate assumptions in
important national economic indicators (including the Consumer
Price Index of the federal Bureau of Labor Statistics) may mislead
decision makers regarding the rate of inflation, trade deficits,
the gross national prpduct, amount of business investment, store
sales, personal income, and unemployment. The Bureau of Labor
Statrstics is undertaking needed improvements in its-basic statis-
tical _indicators, and similar reassessment is desirable by other
government agencies that collect and analyze population and economic
data including the Bureau of the Census.

However accurate the census data were in 1980, as noted above, they
becomedess and less sb, as the years go by. For instance, the
1980 Census reported the United States population as 226,545,805
and California's population as 23,667,565, with 66.3 percent of the
American population oveethe age of 25 having a high school diploma
and 16.3 percent having a college degree But what would each of

these figures be today, two years a he census was taken? We

do not know.with any high degree of c tainty, nor are we ever

likely to. The assumptiong built into the Bureau's projection and
estimating techniques can never fully encompass the vast number of
changes occurring in a dynamic,society such as the United States or
particularly California.

Michael Batutis'; a contributing editor to American Demographics,
states that "there are many ways to estimate current population,
but there is'no best way. Even categorizing estimates is difficult
because there are many variations and.comblnations of the standard
methods," He believes that "the Census Bureau's estimates are
reasonably consistent over time, and they cover areas throughout
the nation uniformly. But they may not be the most useful for the
level of geography you are interested in, and they are not as
up-to-date as estimates from private companies" (1982, pp. 42, 44).

How accurate then are estimates likely to be for California that
are made from the 1980 Census? Almost 20 percent of the Bureau's
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undercount in its 1970s! projections of the U.S. population in 1980
occurred in California. Hence the Bureau's'late 1970s'-eAtimates
for California were in gross error. New assumptions and new tech-
niques eventually produce more accurate Bureau estimates during
this decade, but so far no assurance exists about an improvement
over the 1970s. Moreover, accurately estimating the population of
California will not be as difficult as estimating that of Cali-
fornia's counties or subdivisions of counties.

More than perhaps any other state in the nation, Californii presents
particularly difficult problems for making accurate projections.
Among those of particular concern to postsecondary planners are the
following:

The "Pacific" Factor: As noted above, states in the South and
West have been growing faster than the national average, but
some indications exist that California will not be as attractive'
for in-migration in the fUture as it was in the past or as in
other Pacific.states. How much its especially high housing
costs, its generally high costs of living, and its other detri-
ments will counteract the attractiveness of its Pacific location
may vary during the decade, depending on a multitude of national .
and regional economic issues.

The Singles Factor: The increase in the number of single Cali-
fornians over the past two decades -would seem to indicate a
steady trend throughout the 1980s for the State, whose past
increase in population can be attributed in large part to in-
migration of young people. Yet Melko and Cargan (1981, p. 30)-
conclude that as the baby boom generation( of the 1950s and 1960s
grows older, the singles population will "probably not continue
to grow as a percentage of the total pOpulation."

The Immigration Factor: Representative Richard Ottinger of New
,York has stated that immigration "now accounts for an estimated
40 to 50 percent of U.S. popula;ion growth" (1982, p. 33).
Since the 1980 Census', the population of the nation has increased
by 4.5 million people, which would ordinarily meaft, that Cali-
fornia's population, being almost 10 percent of the nation's,
would have grown by some 450,000, or io over 24 million. But

because California receives a disproportionate share of Asian
and Mexican immigrants (both legal and illegal), its population
probably-has grown more than this.

The Ethnit Factor: 'All planners for higher education are aware
of the difference in rates at which young people from various
ethnic groups graduate from high school and enter college.
California, with'its special programs of financial and education-
al aid, hap increased some of these graduation and admission



rates to higher levels than the average for the United States,

but across all minority groups, except Chinese and Japanese,
they remain substantially lower than those for the white popula-

tion. The sheer numbers of different.ethnic groups in, California
increases the difficulties of these educational projections.
California's 1980 population included, in addition to 18 million
whites, 4.5 million Hispanics (of whom 80 percent were Mexican),

1.8 million Blacks, and between 100,000 and 350,060 each of
American Indian, Japanese, Chinese, Filipino, and Korean, along
with lesser numbers of many other races who collectively account-
ed for another 212,000. Some of these sthaller groups are so new
to the State that no records exist as to what their high school

graduation rate will be.

The Baby Boom Factor: As is now evident, America's number of
live births is once again-increasing. Martin O'Connell, a demo-
grapher in the Bureau of the Census, states that its surveys
indicate that "women would like to have, on the average, two
children. But . . . the average woman is [now only] having
between 1.76 and 1.88" (Wall Street Journal, March 4, 1982).
Because of California's younger-than-average population, it will

most likely gain more than an average share of youngsters in the

next decade. On the other hand, California's proportion of
working women, aging women, and large mortgages as well as its ,

particular life styles may be reason for its birth rate to
remain low; Even demographers in the Bureau disagree about the
numbers of live births to expect nationally in the next two
decadesf and prospects for California are no less open to dis-

agreement.

SUMMARY

As this chapter indicatesi California's postsecondary planners face

several difficulties in using data from the 1980 Census. They will

be among the last to receive detailed 1980 data, and they will
encounter major problems in estimating changes in the State's
population since 1980 because of unknown variation in immigration
and in-migration rates, varying high school graduation and college

enrollment rates of 4ifferent groups, and changing birth rates.
Certainly they must be cautious in applying 1980 data to current
and future conditions or relying on population estimates stemming

frourthem. But rather than concluding that the 1980 Census will
not be useful in aiding planning for postsecondary education in

California, its data provide the basic demographic information on
which this planning should proceed.

33
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THREE

POSTSECONDARY ISSUES TO WHICH CENSUS DATA APPLY

Although higher education planners have in the past seldom used
first-handAecennial census data in their work, the 1980 Census can
aid them greatly in their understanding of present conditions and
future prospdas of higher education. For example, the age data in -

Table 7 for Californians in 1970 and 1980 contain major implications
both for college and univeisity leaders and state officials. The

most obvious, of course, is the probable decline in the 18- to
24-year-old age group that has traditionally provided the bulk of
full-time higher education enrollments. Where this decline occurs
geographically in the State and when it occurs have implications
for planning and budgeting at every Community_C011ege, State Univer-

.

sity, and University campus.

Until now, California planners relied on projections that did not
have the benefit of 1980 Census counts. For example, the figures

available to the California Postsecondary Education Commission forrn
projecting the State's 1980 population under 20 years of age were

TABLE 7 ,

SELECTED AGE GROUPINGS OF CALIFORNIANS
1970 AND 1980

1970 1980 Difference

Under 5 years 1,642,683 1,708,063 65,380

5 - 9 years 1,918,327 1,650,302 - 268,020

10 - 14 years 1,963,681 1,795,875 - 167,806

15 - 19 years 1,817,379 2,130,324 312,945

20 - 24 years 1,740,966 2,355,662 6140696

25 - 29 years 1,457,614 2,233,145 775,531

30 - 34 years 1,219,389 2,009,953 790,564

,

All ages 19,953,134 23,667,565 3,714,431

Median age 28.1 = 29.9

Sourcest 10701 Bureau of the Census, 1971, Table n, except for
"all ages" which is from an updated countIHC,1-06 Cali-
fornia. 1980: Bureau of theZensus, May 1981, Table 2
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about a quarter of a million short of the actual census count and
about a third of a million short for those aged 18 to 24. These

two discrepancies alone affected the Commission's conclusions
regarding college attendance rates as well as the State's assumptions
about allocation of funds for-pre-college education versus college-
level work. The existing projections should thus be reviewed and,
if necessary, modified in light of the data from the 1980 Census
illustrated in Table 2 above.

'As important as such statewide numbers are, they are probably less
critical for higher education planning than those regarding each of
many important subgroups that overall numbers conceal. Fot in-
stance, in Assembly Concurrent Resolution 151 of 1974, the Legisla-
ture directed California's public colleges and universities to
overcome "ethnic, economic, and sexual underrepresentation" in the

make-up of their student bodies. In Assembly Concurrent Resolution
201 of 1976, it directed them to overcome "ihe underrepresentation
of handicapped students.." And in AB 4325 of 1976, it directed that
part-time students, most of whom are beyond the traditional college-
going age "shall be treated equitably by California institutions of
postsecondary education." For each of these five groups of concern
to the Legislature, the census provides a population data base
that, if used in relation to other data, can be vastly informative
about their characteristics. The following sections of this chapter
note the classes of census data relevant to each of 'these five

groups and then discusses the State's goals of affirmative action

and access in light of these data. The sections on ethnic groups
and economic groups exemplify the use of census data for any popula-
tion group, and what is said at length about them in those sections
can be extended to the other groups, which are therefore discussed

more briefly.

ETHNIC GROUP DATA

. 1.4

Ethnic minorities constitute not only a fourth of California's
to 1 population but an even larger and more rapidly growing propor-

t of its school- and college-age young people. The 1980 Census
give an exact count of each of 13 or more minority groups,

de ending on the breakdown of Hispanics, for each geographic unit
of the State. For each of these groups, data will be available on
all other items covered by the census. Among them, the following

seem especially important for educational,planning:

Age: Ages can be broken down by year or grouped into pre-school,
elementary, high school, and college-age co arts. The average

/age of each ethnic group gives some hint of ts probable growth

in relation to the state population as a w ole. (Host minority

groups have a lower average age than whites(.)
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School Attendance and Educational Attainment: The percent of
each ethnic and age group attending school or college can be
found along with.the level of schooling completed by adults. As,

is well known, the level of educational attainment of parents
affects the high school graduation and college-going rates of
their children, particularly of girls, and also affects the

lenrollment of adults themselves in adult or continuing education.
Attendance or enrollment data can.provide forewarning of the
need for special programs or services for certain ethnic groups
as they advance through the educational system grade by grade.

Ability to Speak EnAlish: One instructional service needed by a
number of ethnic groups, perhaps at all age levels, is additional
or concentrated instruction in English: The census gives the
count of those who speak English "very well," 'well," "not
well," or "not at all" (Question 13c).

Income: The income level of persons and of households can show
what.proportions of an ethnic group fall below the poverty level
as well as in ranges along the continuum. Low-income groups can

_be targeted for 'appropriate student aid and services through all
the years of schooling. Differential funding of.sohools or of
public colleges may be considered-when located in low-income
areas since they may need extra funds to provide substantial
help to students from low-income families.

Marital Status: When compared to school attendance, age, and
grade level, data on marital status may show effects of single
parenting and divorce--both particularly high in California--on
the academic development of children and their rate of school
and college attendance. For example, such data may indicate
whether single heads of households providelequal support for
their children's attendance as two-parent households, as well as
whether or not divorce,or death of parents relates.to their
children's school and college enrollment.

Sex: Differences in male and female attendance and educational
attainment amongdifferent ethnic and age groups can be examined.

Residence Five Years Ago: When analyzed with schooling, English-
speaking ability, and age, these data can help indicate how
quickly particular ethnic, groups such as refugees from Southeast
Asia or Mexican immigrants aculturate into American society,
giving planners information for serving their educational needs.

Residence in 1980: For every level of education and geographic
area from county down to SMSA, census tract, block group, and
block, these data provide planners with, specific numbers of
persons in the ethnic group with which educational institutions

-27-
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must deal. Data from this question and that on the type of
housing in which families live are some of the most valuable to
be obtained from the census for state and institutional planners.

For example, changes in the composition of neighborhoods, cities,

and counties can be determined for most ethnic groups (but not

for Hispanics, unfortunately) by comparing 1970 and 1980 data on

them. _(Appendix E explains the comparability of,1970 and 1980

data on race or ethnic origin.) The growing heterogeneity of
the California population requires that educational planners
recognize that concentrations of certain groups in particular

locations may significantly change the social, economic, and

educational structure of these areas and thereby the plans of
nearby institutions1J

Employment: The 1980 Census data include the amount of employ- -
ment the week prior to the census and for the year 1979 as well

as type of occupation and household income for 1979. The census

was conducted just as the current economic depression began, so
these data must be used with caution in making assumptions about

current or future conditions. Nonetheless, data on employment
combined with those'on sex and the number of children in the

household may indicate any effects that parental employment, and
particularly mothers' employment, has on schooling of children.

Part-time and full-time employment may also be analyzed.

Occupation: Data on the occupation of each person, along with
age and level of schooling completed, may help to answer ques-
tions about the worth of schooling in job placement and upward

mobility for each minority group.

These examples of what the 1980 census provides for educational

planning affecting different ethnic groups merely illustrates the

major yariables found in the census. Similar examples can be made

for any other groups of concern to planners, such as low-income,

women, disabled, or part-time students, as illustrated below.

LOW-INCOME DATA

The 1980 Census reveals that 8.6 percent of California's families

and 19.8 percent,of its unrelated individuals subsisted below the

poverty level in 1979. Its.detailed data on income level can aid
in setting state policies for student aid needed by families at

various income levels. Other examples of census data relevant to
educational opportunity for low-income students include the follow-

ing:
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Ags: Income data combined with age-levels data are helpful in
educational planning, since income varies with age. Thus the

median age of various population groups affects their average
income level. This fact can help planners avoid a common error
in analyzing ethnic group data. The average incorne of Aacks,
Chicanos, Puerto Ricans, and some other minority groups is lower
than that of whites; but their income is at least somewhat low,r
than that of whites because their average age is well below that
of whites. The average. white (now age 30) is thus closer to
peak earning power than these minority groups, Inch as Hispanics
with an average age of 23, many of whom are only now entering
the labor force.

Marital Status: The census covers a number.of different catego-
ries of marital status, and each has its own contribution'to
make in an analysis of economic underrepresentation in postsecond-
ary education. This analysis is furthered with data on livings
arrangements, such as single-person residences, family residence,
and single parent families.

School Attendance and Educational Attainment: Analysis of the
years of schooling of individuals by income level and family
status can also contribute to state policy on student aid and on
institutional support to schools and colleges that serve large
numbers of low-income students.

Ability to Speak English: This factor is related to income and
poverty status as well as to college-going, retention, and
graduation rates, both of students themselves and their'parents.

Resicience Five Years Ago: This element helps show the rate of
in- and out-migration of low-income and poverty-level individuals
and, families within a locality or the state. County or census
tract rates may be of particular interest to community colleges
that have historically enrolled the greatest number of low-income
students.

Residence in 1980: This item gives, by each census geographic
subdivision, the exact number of low-income individuals and
families by income and age level.

Employment: Both the type and amount of employment for 1979 are
reported for each individual. Both can be analyzed in terms Of
years of schooling, age, marital status, and current school or
college attendance while working or unemployed. They can also
contribute to an assessment of the role education plays in
upward mobility of low-income persono.



o Number of ROOMS in Rtsidence: When related to the number of
children in the.residence, this variable gives some idea of the
amount or type of space that commuting students have for studying
in privacy at home and could affect state and institutional
policies on funding study facilities for colleges located in
areas with-low room-to-person ratios.

DATA ON MEN AND WOMEN

Underrepresentation of women has ended within the past few years at
the undergraduate level in California hUher education but remains
a serious problem in ,graduate school and cettain professional

programs. Institutional enrollment data are more useful-in rew0w-
ing these areas of underrepresentation than census data, but census
data contain information relative to differences between pen and
women in educational attainmeatcand attendance, occupation income,

marital status, and as head of household (where work potentially
keeps the breadwinner from education). Each of these elements can
be analyzed by ethnic group, geographic area,,or other variable in
the census in ,order to better understand the problems that women
face in continuing their education through graduate or professional
school. All of these data are available from both the 1970 and
1980 Censuses, so trends may be'discerned that can guide the State
and institutions in facilitating women's continued study.

PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES

The 1980 Census included one three-part question on this subject,
as follows: "Does this person have a physical, mental, or other
health condition which has lasted for siz or more months and Which
(a) limits'the kind or amount of work this person can do at a job?
(b) prevents this person from a job? (c) limits or
prevents this person from using p 11 transportation?" (Question

19). Data from this question broken down into small geographic
areas may show concentrations of handicapped people and help in
planning appropriate educational programs for them. By assessing
the age, occupation, amount of schooling, marital status, number of
children, income level,,housing and other characteristics of these
people, educational planners may determine how colleges and univer-
sities can better contribute to the welfare of the disabled.
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ADULT STUDENTS

As noted above, the California Legislature has identified equitable
education of part-time students as a state priority. Census. data

from a number of items can be analyzed to determine the charac-
teristics of everyone enrolled in school or college during February
or March 1980, and tthe educational attainment of all persons Over

16 years of age. This informatign on adults engaged in education..
is far more accurate than that derived from other tyipies of research.
The following variables drawn from the census are among the most
helpful for this analysis:

Educational Attainment and Current Attendance: The nUmber of
years of schooling.completed by every person can be comPared to
curreht enrollment in school or college.

Age: The number and proportion attending at ages 16, 17, 18,
19, 20, 21, 22-24, 25-29, and 30-34 can be determined.

Occupation: Jobs can be matched with college attendance by age,
sex, and other characteristics.

Income Level: Educational attendance tends to parallel income
levels as well as previous educational attainment, in that the
greater a person's income and prior education, the greater, the
chances of continuing education.

Hours Worked Last Week: This factor can also be compared with
college attendance by age, sex, and other characteristics.

Travel Time to Work: This factor may affect:the amount of time
available for college.

Marital Status: Whether head of household, parent, married or
single, and size of family may affect continued enrollment.

Ethnicity: Ethnic identity may also affect school and college
attendance apart from income, prior schooling, and other vari-
ables.

Other Variables: Such items as ability to speak English, resi-
dence five years ago, number of children dyer born, and sex may
also have implications for planners of adult and continuing
education programs. In fact, the census probably provides more,
(but not necessarily more important) information useful for
planning adult and continuing education than for any other group
identified thus far. "Appro rIa ely designed research based on

1
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these data could reveal much not yet known about the continuing
education population as well as adults who are not attending
school,or-college.

STATE GOALS OF AFFIRMATIVE ACTION AND ACCESS

TOb of the rincipal goals of California .State policy in relation
to 'postsecondary education for the past 20 years have been affirma-
tive action and access to college. Given,the 1980 Cenius finding

-that over e quarter of all Californians are ethnic minorities and
that nearly 10 percent are also at the poverty level in income,
these two goals should remain of high pri,ority in the coming decade
and beyond.

Affirmatiye AO=
The puriose of affirmative action has'been to increase the propor-
tion of ethnic minorities and women in postsecOndary education.
The State has teen partially successful in this effort among Blacks
and women at the undergraduate level but less so with Hispanics.
Few.dati have been av'ailable for'estimating its success among the
Southeast Asian populations recently entering the State. By using
the undercount statiatical adjustment of'the censua, the 1980
Censui can give &fairly accurate count of each ethnic group by
age, sex, English-speaking ability, years of sdhooling, current

, enrollment in sclaool or college, occupation, level of income, type
oI housing, and locatiOn in the state. A great deal of computer
programming and.analyses would be required to determine the rela-
tionshipsbetween these factors and college7goingi retention, or
comiletion rates of Hispanics and new Asian groups, but a special

- study of them similar to those that the Bureau Of the Census has
done for the nation as a whole on Blacks and on people of Spanish
origin (Bureau of the Census, June 1178 and May 1981) would assist
schools, tolleges,'and universities in the localities where most of

these groups have migrated.

To measure the suceess of affirmative action in postsecondary .

eddcation at giving minorities and women an equal opportunity to
-

enter all occupations and professions; data from the 1970 and 1980
Censuses can be used to compare categories of people in teas of
their educational attainment and occupations. In addition,.part of
the-success of affirmative action in permitting upward mobility may
be measured by income and type of housing of various groups (taking
into account differing median ages of ethnic groups). Census

information on housing is extensive and provides not only the



1,

number of bedrooms and baths per family unit but also the year it
was built, the presence and type of air conditioning, the type of
heating equipment, water supply, sewage disposal, telephone, and
the estimated value of the property. ComOaring 1970 and 1980 data
on these items would_give some evidence of upward mobility or lack
of it.

Access

Equal access to postsecondary education cothmonly means the opportiv.
nity tb enter a particular postsecondary institution or program
regardless of geographic location or financial condition. Califor..

nia has largely overcome geographic barriers to-acCess through its
network of public and priVate 6ollegeS and universities and their
many branch centers and outreach programs. It has also devoted
substantial effort at meeting the financial needs of low-income
students who would be unable to enroll .because of economic reasons.,
To assess the success of this latter effort, data tan be analyied
from-the 1980 Census on individual income, family incumet number of
children in the family and in the residence, the value of the home,
the.number.of years of schooling of each perton,:the number of
personal,' attending college, their age, Sex, marital status, and
ethnic origin, and whether or not the family or person:falls below
the poVerty level. When incorporated in a well.rdesigned-research,
project, these data cou/d reveal,mdch about the'need for financial
aid by various groups in ordevfor State policy to assure equal
access.to postsecondary. education for the needy.
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FOUR

OTHER Dkl'A SOURCES FOR POSTSECONDARY PLANNING

So far this report has focused almost exclusively on the 1980
Census. This section, however, points to additional sources of
demographic data useful for college and university planning. It

first notes infdrmation available from the Bureau of the Census,
then data from other selected government agencies, followed by work
of national and regional higher education associations and agenciei,
and finally,miscellaneous sources of information such as magazines

..and newspapers% Although its list is not exhaustive, it can be
used to lead to still further, resources of possible help. -

BUREAU OF THE CENSUS

Besides the decennial census, the Bureau of,the Census conducts
many more frequent data-gathering activities, Some which are even
more useful for postsecondary planning than the ten-ifear census and
its products.

Current Population Reports

By far the mdst important and-most used of the Bureau's studies for
higher_education purposes are its seven series of Current, Population
Reports:

P-20 Population Characteristics
P-23 Special Studies
P-25 Population Estimates and Projections
P-26 Federal-State Cooperative Program for Population Estimates
P-27 Farm Population
P-28 Special Censuses
P-60 Consumer Income

Each of these series contain publications on varied subjects of
interest to many different audiences but periodic reports of special
interest Jo educators. For example, each fall the P-20 series on
PopulatidU Characteristics include a report on "School Enrollment--
Social and Economic Characteristics of Students" with data from the
annual October Current Population, Survey related to schooling
enrollment from early childhood through college and university.
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Planning for postsecondary education must taker into account other
social factors related to higher 'education than simply data on
enrollments and student characteristics, and thus Table 8 illus-
trates the range of subjects covered by Current Population Reports'
(except for the Special Cen4uses Series, P-28) since the 1940s,. It

consists of the Table of Contents,to Report 'No. 109 in the Special
Studies Series, P-23, "Subject Index to Current Population Reports:
December 1980" (available for $3.25 from the Superintendent of
Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402).
Space does not allow listing here all the reports it covers that
are pertinent for higher education, but Tables 9 and.10 reproduce

Sections 3 and 18.of the Subject Index, dealing with educational
attainment and school enrollment. Becanse so few data have been
available to college and university planners on minority groups,
the Current Population Reports on Blacks and Spanish origin popula-
tions listed in Sections 1 and 19 of the Subject Index and illus-
trated in the Bureau of the Census references to this present re-
port will also be of particular interestto them.

Many of the Current Population Reports stem from the Bureau's
annual Current Population Survey of a.sample of. about 60,000 per-
sons. 'This survey has achieved a reputation for accuracy surpassed

oUly by the decennial census, but its sample is selected from
decennial census data and with each passing year after tfie census,
as those data become older, its accuracy also suffers. It is
partly from this reason that the error in projecting the increas
in the 1980 population was so great. The Bureau may use new or
revised techniques.during the 1980s to overcOme the deficiencies in
the sample revealed by the 1980 Census, but as noted earlier,
projections and estimates in Current Population Reports for the
latter years of the 1980s may be less accurate than those in current

years. One other reservation about the data in the Current Popula-
tion Reports deserves mention: These data are national in character,
and on most subjects, including students and their characteristics,
they are not broken down by state. California data thus may differ
considerably from these national figures.

Smial Indicators

The Bureau of the Census also publishes Social Indicators, the
third and most recent edition of which appeared in late 1981.
SOcial Indicators contains much of the important social data found
in the Current Population Reports. For instance, the 585-page
Social Indicators III contains a section on Education and Training
covering_public perceptions, resource oommitments, enrollment and
attainmat, performance and achievement, adult education and train-
ing, and international comparisons, each presented through a series
of graphs and charts revealing trends and supporting data.

4
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TABLE 8

TOPICS COVERED IN CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS AS LISTED IN
THE TABLE OF CONTENITWITS DECEMBER 1980 SUBJECT INDEX

Section 1. Black Population

Section 2. Children and Youth 2

Section 3. Educational Attainment 3

Section 4. Elderly

Section' S. Farm Population 6

Section 6. Fertility

Section 7. Ceographic.Areas it)
United Sato 10.
RegionsiDivisions/Sates 10
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area 11
Outlying Are* 12
Counties 12
Races 15

Section 8. Geographic Areas, by Age, Sex, and Race is
United States 11
itegionsiDivisionsiStates I it
Counties 19

Section 9. Households and Families 20

Section 10. Income 25
Household Income 25
families /haws 26

Section 71. Marital Status and Living Arrangements 30
Marital History 32

Section 12. Methods, Concepts, and Specialized Oati 32

Section 13. Metropolitan and Nonmecropolitin Residence 34

Section 14. Mobility and Travel to Work 35

Section 15. Poverty Oata 39

Section 16. Prorles 44)

Section 17. Projections 42
United Sava 42
ResionsiDiviiions/States 43
Sandard Metropolitan Statistical Areas 43

Section 18. School Enrollment

Section 19. Spanish and Ethnic Origin 47

Section 20. Voting and Regbtration 44

Source:, Bureau of the- Census, "Subject Index to Current Population
Reports: December 1980," 1981, page iv.1
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TABLE 9

CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS SINCE 1971
--ZURUERNING EDUCATITOTATTAINMENT

Series P-20 Year Area/Level Title

No. 229 1971 US; Reg; m/nm;
f/nf

Educational Attainrnent: March 1971

No., 243 1972 US; Reg; rn/nm ;
f/nf

Educational Attainment; March 1972

No. 274 1973/74 US; R9; rn/nm; Educational Attainment in the United States:
March.1973 and 1971

No. 295 1975 ' US; Reg; m/nm; Educational Attainrnent in the United States:
f/nf March 1975

No. 314 1976/77 US; Reg; al/rim ; Educational Attainment in the United States:
St*; SMSA* March 1977 and 1976

No. 334 1976 US; Reg; Div; St Demographic, Social, and Econornic Profile of
" States: Spring 1976 (SIE)

No. 356 1978/79 US; Reg; St*; Educational Attainrnent in the United States:
SMSA*; rn/nrn March 1979 and 1978

Series P-60 Year - Area/Level Title

No. 92 1956-72 US Annual Mean Income, Lifetime Income and
Educational Attainrnent of Men in the United
States, for Selected Yiars, 1956 to 1972

Source: IbiA., pp. 3-5.
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TABLE 10

CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS SINCE 1973 CONCERNING SCHOOL ENROLLMENT

Series P-20 Year Area/Level Title

No. 268 1973 ,US; Reg; rn/nm Nursery School and Kindergarten Enrollment:
October 1973

No. 270 1973 US; Reg; m/nm College' Plans.Of High School Seniors: October
1973

No. 272 1973 US; Reg; in/nm Social and Economic Characteristics of
Students: October 1973

No. 281 1973 US Income and Expenses of Students Enrolled in
Postsecondary Schools: October 1973

No. 284 1974 US; Reg; m/nrn, College Plans of High School Seniors:
October 1974

No. 286 1974 US; Reg; m/nm School Enrollment - Social and Economic
Characteristics of Students: October 1974

No. 289 1974 US; Reg Major Field of Study of CollegeStudents:
October 1974

No. 299 1975 US; Reg; m/nm College Plans of High School Seniors:
. October 1975

No. 303 1975 LlS; Reg; ni/rirn School Enrollment - Social and Economic
Characteristics of Students: 'October 1975

No. 318 1967-76 US Nursery School and Kindergarten Enrollment
of Children and Labor Force Status of Their
Mothers: October 1967 to October 1976

No. 319 1976

,

US; Reg; m/nm, ,School Enrollment - Social and Econoniic
Characteristics ot Students: October 1976 .

No. 333 1977 US Reg; ra/nm School Enrollment - Social and Economic
Characteristics of Students: October 1977

No. 337 1976 US; Reg; St;
rn/nm

Relative Progress of Children In School: 1976
(SIE)

No. 342 1978 US; m/nm Travel to School: October 1978

No. 343 1976, US Vocational School Experience: October 1976

No. 346 1978 US;12eg; rn/nm School Enrollment - Social and Economic
Characteristics of Students: October 1978

No. 348 1976 US Liying Arrangements of College Students: 1976

No. 351 1978 US; Reg Major Field of Study of=College Students:
October .1978

Source: Ibid., pp. 45-46.
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The major weakness of Social Indicators is one common to most-
government 'reportsdelay. Its data are at least two years old
before publication. Thus most of the data in Social Indicators III
ends with the years 1978 or 1979. Nonetheless, it provides a basis
for state and institutional planners to improve their sense of
trefids and a rationale for keeping state data current through local
sources.

Announcements, Guides, and Regional Centers

Three Bureau.publications can help planners determine which of its
many other publications they wish to order and when they will be
released: (1) ,the free Data User News, a monthly report on Bureau
publications; (2) the Monthly Product Announcement, which lists a
release schedule for all Bureau products; and (3) the 1980 Census
User's Guide, which consists --of a number of parts being issued
duridg 1982 and 1983, covering census data sUDIOftt, geographic
areas, user tapes, maps, and other products, and giying information

on services available to users. All three aids may be ordered from
the Government Printing Office.

The Buresu sponsors regional centers in eachi state whose highly
trained staff members offer information about census products and
their use. talifOrnia's five such centers, which are of invaluable
service to serious users of censis products throughout the State,
are listed in Table 11.

PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

The U.S. Public Health Service issues a monthly report on the
nation's vital statistics as well as a final consolidated Vital
Statistics report each year. The monthly reports are considered
preliminary and thus not necessarily entirely accurate; nonetheless,
they provide immediate information about numbers of births and
deaths, marriages and divorces, and immigration that can be of
value to educational planners. Because they present data state by
state, usually, for the past two or three years as well as the
current one, trend, changes within states can be quickly detected

and responses planned. While especially valuable for planners at
the elementary and secondary school levels, the monthly reports can
be useful for long-range planning in higher education as well.
Thus the first indications in the mid-1960s of the looming decline
in the number of college-age youth were drawn by Allan Cartter and
other scholars from them. Educational planners in California can
work through the State Department of Health Services to obtain
vital statistics data on a county-by-county basis, which is partic-
ularly valuable in planning for the several regions of the state.
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TABLE 11

CALIFORNIA STATE CENSUS DATA CENTERS

The State Census Data Center network can provide tapes,
standard riports, customized tabUlations, matching of'client
mailing lists to census geography,.computer graphics, MMS Census'
Block Maps, and microfiche reports mn a coat reimbursable baste.
These Products'can be ordered from any of the Cantu* Data Canters
listed here.

AGENCY AREAS COVERED

Wm. Schooling, Director-
State census Data Canter
Dept. of Finance
1025 "P" Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 322-4651

Don Farrimond, Director
Sacramento Ares Council bf

Governments
SOO "R" Street, Suite 300
Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 441-5930

Jim Forand, Director
Association of Bay Area

Governments
Hotel Claremont
Berkeley, CA 94705

Tim Douglas, Manager
Southern California Association

of Governments
600 S. Commonwealth Awe.
Los Angeles, CA 90005
(213) 739-6614

Laren LaMphere, Director
San Diego Association of
Governments

Security Pacific Plaza
1200 Third Ave.; Suite 524
SAIL Diago, CA 92101
(714) 236-5300

Ilona Einowski, Coordinator
Stat. Data Prograur,
Survey Research Center 7

253$ Channing Way
Berkeley, CA 94720
(415) 642-6571

All state agencies, Monterey,
lain Benito, Santa Cruz

El Dorado, Nevada, Flamer,
Sacramento, Sierra, Sutter,
Yolo, Yuba and 21 orher
Northern- counties mot listed
for Any otker Center

Alameda, Contra COsta,
Napa, San Francisco, San Mateo,
Santa Clara,, Solana, Sonoma.

Imperial, Earn, Los Angeles,
Orange, Riverside, San Bernardiio,
San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara,
Ventura

San Diego

Fresno, Xing*, Madera, Merced,
San Joaquin Stanislaus, Tulare
Universities and Colleges

Source: California State Data Center, 1981.
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

Among reports of the U.S. Department of Labor that may be of use to
planners at both the institutional and state levels, the Occupa-
tional Outlook Handbook is probably the best known. It hasbeen a
standby of counselors for high school-and college students for many
years. The 1982-1983 edition, whichinay be ordered from the Govern-

ment Printing Office in Washington as Bureau of tabor Statistics

Bulletin 2200, lists hundreds of occupations by category and de-
scribes recent employment trends for each suboccupation.

The Department's projections of the employment and occupaiional
outlook have been about as accurate as obtainable in the country,
but for long-range planning they should [be used with caution. Most

social projections are usually wrong, 4nd those regarding work
changes and opportunities are especially vulnerable.to error. Each

state has its own government department that deals with labor and

employment from which state data may be obtained. Although these

data may not be better or even much different than national data,
they are likely to be more current and more relevant to institu-

tional and state planners. In California, the DePartment of Employ-
ment Development provides ready, reliable advice to.such planners

in dealing with state occupational and employment data.
./

NATIONAL CENTER FOR EDUCATION STATIth'ICS

The National Center for Education Statistic (NCES), a division of

the Department of Education, has annually ublished since 1977 The
Condition of Education, composed of char s, graphS, and tabular

data drawn from a variety of sources, inc uding the Bureau of the

Census's Current Population Reports and, or higher educationl from

its own Higher Education General Inform tion Survey (REGIS) of

colleges and universities., The appendix o The Condition of Educa-
tion contains annotations of sources froffi which its data are drawn,

only some of which are listed in this present paper.

Most of The Condition of Education focuses on elementary and secon-

dary school data, but a FairiEount/relates to higher-education
matters. Unfortunately, the report haS failed to become a princi-
pal source of data for higher education planning because it presents
different sets of data each year, very often directed to the inter-
ests of the current federal administration, and thus does not carry

trends forward. 'The data selected for inclusion may not be espe-

cially pertinent for state planners in contrast to federal offi-

.! .
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cials, and very little of it is reported on a state-by-state.basis.
(State-level "condition of education" reports are now produced
annually by the higher education coordinating agencies of several
states and prdbably should be published in every state for use in
planning by colleges and universities.) In addition, the quality
of HEGIS data continues to be suspect, even after many efforts on
the part of the Center to improve its accuracy. Because ins itutions
find national REGIS data little help to them when it.is eleased
two or more years late, some seem careless in reporting th it data
to the Center. -

\

From time to time the Center also publishes special reports on
particular conditions in education, sunh as Enrollments and Programs
in Noncollegiate Postsecondary Schools, 1978, and Residence and
Migration of College Students, Fall 1979. It also makes its own
projections on enrollment, finance, and faculty.' The overall
quality of its work has improved over the years, but, like the 1980
Census, its lateness in.releasing this work limits its usefulness.

HIGHER EDUCATION ASSOCIATIONS AND REGIONAL AGENCIES

American Council on Education

The American Council on Education (ACE) sponsors the annual American
college freshman survey of the Cooperative Institutional Research
Program which is administered through the Lahoratory for Research
on Higher Education of the Graduate School vf Education, Univeisity
of California, Los Angeles. This survey provides a great deal of
information about the age, outlook, values, attitudes, high school
activities,,occupational expectations, and,other characteristics of
college,freshmem Administered each fall since 1966, its normative
data reveals many trends over the past decade and a half. Any
college or university may participate in the survey, but data on
only about half of the freshmen at participating institutions are
reported in the national norms because the norm group excludei all
part-time and adult freshmen.

The Policy Analysis Service Reports of the Council, such as that on
"Changes in Enrollment by 1985" (Henderson, 1977), have also been
of value to state planners, although some of their methodologies
and conclusions have been quite controversial. Currently the
Council is reconsidering the future of its center which produces
them.

The most valuable data published by the Council directly is its
annual Fact Book For Academic Administrators. The 200 pages of the

-43-
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1981 edition are filled with-charts graphs, and back-up data

without analysis and discussion. The data are drawn from many

sources, as are those in The Condiiion of Education of the Natiatal

.Center for Education Statistics, but they are directed at college

and university administrators rather than school personnel and so

they are more pertinent to higher education planning than are those

in The Condition of Education.

Educational Testhlg Service

The Educational Testing Service (ETS) annually publishes Nationalr

College Bound Seniors, which provides information on the intentions

of high school seniors as to institutional and program preferences

and college preparedness as assessed by the Scholastic Aptitude

Test.

Educational Testing Service also publishes many special studies

dealing with college and university students, most of them directly

related to its own function of testing. However, it has a very
large research atm that conducts studies for federal and state
agencies and higher education asspciatipns and institutions. Among

those of particular interest to planners is Centra, 1978. .

State Higher Education Executive Officers (SHEEO)

The SHEEO/NCES-Communications Network, organized in 1976, h s begun

to exchange state information and to publish reports on state

surveys and their findings. The most recent, "The Effect o Higher.

Education of State Actions in Response to Unanticipated evenue

Shortfalls," it informative for all state planners rather t an only

those in higher education. The Communications Network has been
slow in starting, but if its funding continues it should b come a

valuable tool for planners who want to know what other states are
doing in relation to a problem or issue.

Partly as a result of action by the Communications Networkthe"
National Center for Education Statistics has recently released a

State Higher Education Factbook that is the first of its kind. If

its data are more up-to-date than those in the Current Population

Reports, the 1980 Census, or HEGIS, it will be a great, boon for

planners. Comparative data do not always aid in problem solving,
but they often afford fresh perspectives on mutual problems.

SHERO has also entered into an agreement with the Education Commis-

sion of the States and the National Center for Higher Education

Management Systems to produce the State Postsecondary Education

Profiles Handbook. The first editionj published in 1981,.contains:
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information on a variety of subjects:pertinent to planning, but it
relies heavily, if not exclusively, on Btireau of the Census and
National Center for Education Stati4ics data from 1979 and before.
Nevertheless, this publication is valuable in its comparative data
across states.

Eximatkm1 Commission of the States

Besides the State Postsecondary EduCaltion Profiles Handbook, the *

-4,4ucation Commission of the States itself produces a handbook, High
Sehool Graduates: Projections for the Fifty States (Western Inter-
state Commission for Higher Education, 1979), which projects college
enrollments for each of the 50 states. If one agrees with the
assumptions built into its projections, thlis book may be of Value;
but if one disagrees with these assumptions, it will merely give a
contrasting projection'ta that developed by state planners them-
selves. Because such assumptions affect projections so greatly, .
and because of the limited number of variables considered'in its
calculations, its estimates for California are unlikely to replace
those of California's Department of Finance as the working base for
this State's planners.

For other Education Commission of the States publications of inter-
est to postsecondary planners, see the Hyde, September 1980, and
October 1981, references in the bibliography.

PERIODICALS

Certain magazines and newspapers provide good current information
applicable to state and institutional planning.

The best of all these sources is The Chronicle of Higher Education.
The "Fact-File" included in almost every issue of this weekly °
newspaper often reports data prior to its publication in research ,
monographs or government documents, much of it bearing directly on
state planning issues. Although The Chronicle does not update all
of its Fact-File data each year, and thus makes no effort at build-
ing trend lines on all topics;.the current nature of its data is
sufficient to recommend it as a valuable source, particularly if
readers are familiar with the reliability of the persons or organ-
izations furnishing the. data.

U.S. News and World Report often also provides data from the Bureau
of the Census and other government agencies prior to their release
of the publication (see'samples in the bibliography), and it carries



occasional stories on the relationship of business and.industry.to
education. It is worth.scanning each week for pertinent data for

higher education.

The monthly journal, American Demographics, along with its accom-
panying four-page supplement, IThe Numbers News, is an excellent
source of current demographic data. It contains many analyticar
articles on census data and relates the problems and frustrations
of dealing with them in particular situations. The Numbers News
always devotes at least one full page to data on some census subject
and gives the technical problems associated with it. The editors

of American Demographics are themselves demographers; and their
- magazine reflects a professional perspective for sc#olarly as well

as lay readerp, comparable in its own field to Psychology Today in
psychology.

The New York Times and the Wall Street Journal often print 'early

release material from the government and business agencies tioilst can
give planneri from two months to a yeauls lead on data before
their published reports can be obtained.

BUSINESS PIRMS

D Finally, a number of companies deal in demographic data and, under
contract, conduct special computer runs of census data along with
economic data drawn from other sources$ or even con4uct complete
studies for clients. A description of some of these companies,
their services, and their prices appears in the January 1982 issue

of AmericagiDemographics. Many of them allow direct access from
one s own* computer to their data'bases, which they claim are up-

dated on a continuous basis.

1.
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TECHNICAL CAPABILITY FOR PLANNING
IN THE REMAINDER OF 'THE 1980s

Despite"its limitations, the 1980 Census is the most valuable and
usefurdata base now evailable to state higher education planhers
on population charace%tistics'of Interest to them, including age,
economic status,, marital status, ethnic'bolcground, educational
attainment, educational enrollment, and many; other attributes of
Americans as of April 1980. For every subsequent year since 1980,
however,,the usefulness and accuracy of these data wane, and by no
later than 1985 they will be fax less helpful to state planners
than the Curredt Population Reports of ihe Bureau of ihe Census.

Currently, census data are the best that can be obtained for.Cali-
fornia to use in laying its own data'base for postsecondary 'educa- -

°tion planning. But-its own data base is what California should
seek. State planning agencies for higher education such as the
Califotnia Postsecondary Education Commission gather rhoredata'for
operational decisions regarding colleges add universities than do
all federal and other state agencies combined. Their data, together
with those from state agencies,dealing with finance, employment,
health, and elementary and secondary education, can contribute to
updating, often on a month-to-month basis, the planning agency's
data base and trend lines for long-range planning.

The issues cited in Part Three above regarding affirmative action
-and access for underrepresented minority and low-income students,-
women, students with disabilities, and part-time students have,been
given high priority by the State of California. In addressing
them, the Postsecondary Commission can hring together census data
with data from the State Departments.q.Education, Financ6, Employ-
ment Development, and Health Services as well as from other State
agencies and institutions of higher education for planning and
evaluation purposeg. Each of the Tany variables related to these
issues can be studied and compared with each other on the basis of
these data in order to deteci, trace, and project trenda in framing
future State policy.

Trend data from annual-or biennlal surveys provide more substance
to planning than one-time or infrequently gathered data. As the
largest.state in the nation, California candoi afford fa baseState
policy through the letter part of the 1980s on population estimates
as inaccurate as those furnished by the BureaU of the Census at the
end of the 1970s. Twenty percent errors in such estimates, espe-
cially when they bear most heavily on particular groups, such as

55
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school-age youth and ethnic minorities, probably have cost the
State hundreds of millions of dollarsjn lost ofederal funds. If
the federal government does not improve the quality of its inter-
census Current Population Survey sampling, its resulting population
estimates and projections, and other surveys such as REGIS, cali-°
fornia agencies must do so for the sake not only of the State's
students and its educational systems buf for local government,
business, industry, and its citizens in general. State and local
agencies as well as Rrivate groups that need accurate demdgraphic
data, if brought together in appropriate combinations, could gain
substantially from paying.the costs of special surveys conducted by
the Bureau, the Population Research Unit of the State Department of
Finance, or private demographic firms.

The California Postsecondary Education Commission is an ideal
agency to explore whiftt needs can betmet and what,agencies would
gain edOiciently td'help finance such'surveys, and, if necessary,
to contract for certain of them.. It has great need for accurate
trend data, as.do the higher education institutions with which it
plans. It should thus be the responsible agent for coordinating
and then analyzing and publishing the results of statewide surveys
involving postsecondary education. One or perhaps two persons on
its staff should alert other staff, Commissioners, the institutions,
and other relevant State agencies to new data developments and
trend changes. They should be familiar with all major sources of
demographic data within the State and conversant with the staffs
that analyze and use these data in other agencies. With strong
anaiytic skill, insight, and foresight, a data base fpr Commission
planning such as proposed here would become a powerful tool for
aiding policy formulation. With it, anewith such a data base,
they could become the Commission's most effective employees.

In sum, the scope, reliability, ankyalidity of a data base and the
expertise of its...staff determine its ultimate usefulness. Unless
the base is kept reasonably-current, the same mistakes in assump-
tions about the future will be made in the remainder of the 1980s '
as in the past two decades. Societal change occurs so quickly,
unexpectedly, and forcefully that anticipation is increasingly
difficult; but it is more and more essential if we are to plan and
create appropriate, effective, and efficient programs to meet the
educational needs of the State apd future generations of youth and
adults.

(



APPENDIX A

The 1980 Census qiiiestionnaire

Reprinted from the April 1980
issue of American Demographics



The 1980 Census
estionnaire

The Islimeiss smith is
osseissrl br the U.S.
Bussali she Crams
tressay Of Artier
DerspsAits sissisiss.
Ism iss Assil 1979 boss.
Armin. DesassmiSics
Las. assemos
nusswilalley for is
1101101111111.

The 1980 Census questionnaire is al-
ready at the printer's. We have ob .
rained a copy, which is reprinted here
with our annotations.

This is the version of the ques-
tionnaite given to a sample of the
population: The first seven popula-
tion qiestions also are asked of evety
American. and housing questions
H1.41112. are asked of every house-
hold. The rest of the questions are
asked ono one.in.six random sample
basis, except in localities of leis than
5,000 population, where a one.in.
two sample is oaken to gather data
statistically adequate for use as the
basis for federal revenue sharing
Prot= allocations.

The first question appears on the
cover of both the short font (the 100
percent questionnaire). and long
form (the sample questionnaire)...
The question is: "What is the name
of each person who was living here
on Tuesday, April 1, 1900. or who
was staying or visiting here and had
no ocher homer Information from
Question 1 is used by the Census
Bureau fix follow-up if other ques-
tions ari noc answered. Data from
this question are noc published.

The questionnaire begins with a
pledge of confidentiality, Spinish-
leastwise instructions for those who
wish to cutler a Spanish question-
naire, and the following message
from the director of the Bantu ofthe
Cams:

Note: The 4w:rim:Wm was providai
thg Genius Bureau, with editing Mai

annagations doge by rho American
Demographics staff

51-- 5

"We must, from time-to-time.
take stock of ourselves as a people if
our Nation Is to meet successfully the
many national and local challenges
we face. This is the purpose of the
1980 census.

"The essential need for a popula..
tion census was recognized almost
200 years ago when our Constitution
was written. As provided by =tick I,
the rust census was conducted in
1790 and one has been taken evert.
10 years since then.

"The law under which the census
is taken protects the confidentiality
of your answers. For the next 72 years

or until April 1, 2052 only
sworn census workers have access to
the individual recotds, and no one
else may see them.

"Your answers, when combined
with the'answers from other people,
will provide the statistical figutes
needed by public and private groups,
schools, business and industry, and
Federal, State and local govern.,
aunts across die country. These fig-
ures will help all sectors of Amen- '
can society understand how our
population and housing ire chang-
ing. In this way, we can deal more
effectively with today's problem' and
work toward a better future for all
of us.

'The ceneus is a vitally important
national activity. Please do your pert
by filling out this census form accu.
rately and completely. If you mail it
back promptly in the enclosed
poetage-paid envelope, it will save
the expense and inconvenietsce ore
census taker having to visit you.

"Thank you for your cooperation."

au Off NNW
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The 1980 Census Questionnaire / Annotate&
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APPENDIX B

Complete Count Questionnaire Changes, 1970 to 1980

Excerpted from David E. Silver and Jean E. Forester, "The
1980 Census Questionnaires," Statistical Reporter, July 1979..



Complete Count Questionnaire Changes -- 1970 to 1980

The content of the 1980 census questicinnaires is best Viewed as acontinuation of the previous decade's experience tither than aradical departure. Many census items hive remained unchangedfrom 1970; others have been slightly modified to clarify thequestion wording or remove_lconfusing instructions. Zn some
cases, 1910 questions have bedrn replaced with new questions whichapproach a subject from a .different angle. Por example, thequestion on race no longer mentions color or race in the questionbut instead provides a set of,racial groups. With regard to therelationship question, the "head of household" terminology usedin 1970 has been replaced by a format using a householder as ameans to reconstruct families without implying the notion ofdominance implicit in the designation of a household head. Abrief item-by-item list of changes made in the census questionsbetween 1970 and 1980 ii presented below. The wordings of the1980 census questions are provided in parentheses for each item.In this presentation, some items are listed as "No change"; thisindication may, however, include some minor changes in wording orquestion format due to changes in basic questionnaireconstruction or style of 'presentation. It should also be notedthat the phrase "this persen" in the wording' of census questionsrefers to the person for, whom data are being provided, notnecessarily the person filling the form.

100-percent Population

1. Name. ("What is the name of each person who was living here
on Tuesday, April 1, 1980, or who was staying or visitinghere and had no 'other home?"): No change from 1970. Thenames of persons given in question 1 are listed at the top ofthe response colamns for the 100-percent items and at the
beginning of sample pages on the long form.

2. Household relationshio. ("How is the person related to the
person in column 1?") ievised from 1970 to replace the "Headof household" category with a format using a reference
person, i.e. the "Person in column 1."

The 1970 category "Other relative of hand" has heen replacedby thre catngnries, "Brother/sister," "Father/mother," and"Other -relative." Since the category "Patient or inmate" ismarked only by census enumerators, it has been moved to thebottom of the form in a space reserved for "Census use only."
' New nonrelative 'categories include "Partner, roommate" and"Paid employee."

3. Sex. ("Sex"): No Change from 1970.

4. 'ace. ("Is this person-"): The specific reference to"caor or race" used in the 197Q census question has beenreplaced with the phrase, "IS this person-," and resPonse is
expected to indicate the racial group the person most closely
identifies with. Individual categOries for Vietnamese, Asian
Indian, Guamanian, and Samoan have tmen addód. The use of. a
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speciahly printed schedule for Alaska in 1970. --wherein the
categories Hawaiian and Korean were replaced by Aleut and
Eskimo--has been eliminated, by including the latter as
categories on the standard questionnaire. As a result, the
1980 questionnaire will have 14 specific categories instead
of the 8 in 1970.

5. hal ("Age, and month and year of birth"/Sa. "Print ne at
last birthday."/ 5b. "Print month and.fill ono circle."/ Sc.
"Print year in the spaces, and fill one circle below each
number."): No change in age and month of birth. The year-
of-ibirth question format was revised to replace the1970
response categories with self-coding FOSDIC circles for the .

last three digits of the year of birth. The first digit ts
prefilled with a "1."

6. Marital Status. ("Marital status"): No change from 1970.
U-Wori-le categories include: "Now married," wWidowed."
"Divorced," "Separated," and "Never married."

7. Soanish/Risaanic orjain or descept. ("Is this person of
Spanish/Hispanic origin or descent?") A 5-percant sample,
question in 1970. Response categorietor 1980 include:
wNo, (not Spanish/Hispanic)"; "Yes, Mexican, Mexican-Amer.,
Chicano"; wYes, Puerto Rican"' "Yes, Cuban"; and wYes, other
Spanish/Hispanjc."

Coverage

HI

.5.221.U.52.- (51. "Did you anyone out of Question 1
because you were not sure if the erson should be listed-
"/H3. "Is anyone visiting here who is not already listed?"):
In 1970, these questions were numbered' 10-12 and were.

included in the 100-percent '1=1:palation section.. Question 9
in 1970 was an inquIry concerning whether the number of
persons in the household exceeded eight on the short-form (or
seven on,the long-form) questionnaire; tnis question has been

replacr'd by inntructions on the questionnaire directing the
respondent's action if the number.of persons in the houseHold
exceeds seven.

100-percent Housing

H4 Nber 'o'f living quarters
's

um at address. ("How many living
qUWEiEs,-Eccupfed and vacant, are at this address?") No

change from 1970.

HS. Access. to Unit. ("Do you enter your livtng quarters-") No
change from 1970; response categories specify types of access
to the unit.



36. Complete olumbins facilities. ("Do you have complete plumbing
nalfities in yourliving inirters, that is, hot and cold
piped water, a flush toilet, and a bathtub or shower?"):
Consoli4ates in the 1970 question on hoi and cold piped
water, flush toilet, and bathtub or shower into one question.

37.. Number of rooms. ("How many rooms do you have in your living
quarters?"): No change from 1970.

38: Tenure, (Are your living quarters-si): Thit queStion
,

differentiates units that are owned, rented or. occupied
without .payment et caph rent has been separated frOp the
Ingle inquiry in 1970 obncerning both tenure and condominiun
or cooperative status./ /

H9. Condominium fIdentificatidn. ("Is this apartment (house) part
of a condominium?"): Separated from the :single incidiry in
1970 concerning both tenure and condom4.nium or cooperative:
status. The part of the 1970 inquiry concerning cooperatives
has been deletea from the/1980 questionnaire.

310.Acreage, and presence of commercial establishMent. (1110. "If

this As a one-family, house"/ 310a. . Is the house on a!

property ot 10. or/ more acres?"/'11b. "Is any part of the
proptrty used as//a commercial establishment or medical
office?"): The Combined 1910 inquiry about acreage arid
commercial establlshment has been divided into two "yes" or
°no" \parts. The inquiry about "one-family house" has been AP
incorporated into the question wording itself." Thesp.provide
a screener,in the tabulation of value and rent.

311.Value. ("If-you live in a one-family house or a condominium
unit which you own or are buying--What is the value Of this
.property, that ia, how "much do you think this property (house
and lot or condominium unit would sell for if it were for
sale?"): Reviled from 1970 to explicitly include
condominiums in 1980. _Based on data from the Annual Housing
Survey, the, number of categories:has been increased,from 11
in 1970 to,24 for 1980, and ehe range of values now goes ,from
°Less than $10,000" to $200 000 or.more."

1.112.Rent... ("If you pay rent for ir living quarters--What is the
monthly rent?"): Revised for 1980 to eliminate the write-in
space for rent which was provided in 1970 in addition to
specific response categories. Based on data from the Annual
Sousing .Survey, the number of categories has been increased
from 14 in 1970 to 24 for 1980, and the" range 01 rent
intervals now goes from "Less than $50" to 1$500 or more."

CI, C2, C3; & D. Vacancy status. These items are fflled only by
census enumerators for vacant units. In addition to vacancy
status and months vacant which appeared in 1970; the'1980
questionnaires will indicate whether a vacant unit is

'boarded up.m.
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GLOSSARY OF GEOGRAPHIC TERMS

In tbis Glossary of Geographic Terms, the following acronyms and
abbreviations are used:

BG Block Group
BNA Block Numbering Area
CCD Census County Division
CDP Census Designated Place
ED Enumeration District
MIS Metropolitan Map Series
SMSA Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area
UA Urbanized Area
VMS Vicinity Map Series

P
American Indian Reservation. American Inaian reservations are
274 areas set aside as reServations with established boundaries
by treaty, statute, executive or court order. Federal and State
reservations are located in 33 States. Trust lands outside the
boundaries of reservations are not included. Reservations may
cross State, county, CCD, or place boundaries.

American Indian reservations are identified by a three-digit code
which is unique within the United States. ,Boundaries are shown on
all detailed ,census maps.

American Indian Subreservation. A "district / "chapter," "seg-,

ment,"."area," or "commurtity" defined within or associated with 21
of the American Indian reservations. In a few cases subreserva-
tions cross reservation boundaries or may be entirely outside

_reservations.

American Indian subreservations are identified by a three-digit
code which is unique within.the United States.

Block. Normally a well-defined rectangular piece of land, hounded
by four-streets. H6Wever, a block may also be irregUlar in shape
or bounded by railroad tracks, streams or other features. Blocks,
by definition, do not cross the boundaries of counties or census
tracts. They may cross place boundaries. When blocks crosS place
boundaries; the blocks are split and statistical summaries are
presented for the-parts. In rural areas, blocks may include many
square miles, depending on the frequency of roads and their
intersection with rivers, mountain ridges or other physical
features.

census data will be tabulated by block in all urbanized areas
(UAs) and, in many cases, somewhat beyond the final UA boundaries.
The data will also be tabulated by block in incorporated places
with 10,000 or more irlhabitants outside UAs and in additional
areas which contracted with the Census Bureau for the collection
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of block statistics. Places outside of UAs are included in the
block stokistics program if they met the 10,000 population cri-
terion in the 1970 census, official Bureau estimates through 1976,

or a special census on or before December 31, 1977. Block cover-
age for qualifying places is within boundaries as of January 1,

1980.

A block is identified by a three-digit code which is unique within

a census tract or, where tractS do not exist, block numbering

area. Since separate summaries are provided for the parts of a

block split by a place, tape users may need to specify the place
code to retrieve data for a block. Blocks are defined on detailed

census maps: Metropolitan Map Series, Vicinity Map Series, place

-maws, and county maps. The extent of block statistics coverage is

reflected.on maps by the presence or absence of the three-digit
block number.

Block Group (BG). A combination of census blocks which is a sub-

division of a census tract or block numbering area (BNA) and which

is defined in all areas where block statistics are collected. (In

areas where blocks are not identified, enumeration districts sub-
stitute for blodk groups as tabulation units;)

Block groups are defined within county and tract or block number-

ing area. They may be split by the boundaries of other higher

level geographic entities recognized in the census, including

places, census county divisions, congressional districts, and

Indian reservations. When this occurs, statistical summaries

(data records) are provided for each component or part.

Block groups are not outlined on census maps,,but are defined a

that set of blocks sharing the same first digit within a censes

tract or BNA. For example, Block Group "3" within a particular

census tract would be defined as all blocks numbered between 301

and 399. In practice, the numbering would rarely go above 350 and

would involve substantially fewer than 50 blocks, since gaps are
occasionally left ih the numbering, e.g., one block might be 312

and the next 316.

B1Ock Numbering Area (BNA). Areas defined for the purpose of

grouping and numbering blocks in blocked areas where tracts are

not defined. BNAs do not cross county boundaries. They, are

identified by census:tract-type numbers ranging from 9901.00 to

9989.99 which are unique within a county. While BNA numbers are

similar to census tract numbers, BNAs are not census tracts.

Block numbering areas may be split for tabulation purposes by the

<' boundaries of places and Census Couhty Divisions (CCDs).

Census ;ounty Division (CCD). A statistical division of a county

in California and 19 other states that is roughly comparable to aV

minor civil division used in other states. CCDs are established
cooperatively by the Cehsus Bureau and both state and local

government authorities. CCDs are generally defined by boundariet-
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South, and West. Census regions have no relationship to the 10
Standard Federal Administrative Regions. Regions are identified
by a one-digit code.

Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA). A large population
nucleus and nearby communities which have a high degree of eco-
nomic and social integration with that nucleus. Each SMSA con-
sists of one or more entire counties.that meet specified standards
pertaining to population, commuting ties, and metiopolitan char-
acter. SMSAs are designated by the Office of Federal Statistical
Policy, and Standards of the Department of Commerce.

SMSAs to be observed in the 1980 Census are of two types: (1)

those defined before January 1, 1980; and (2) those to be es-
tablished in 1981 as a result of 1980 census population counts.
In order for a new SMSA to be recognized folldwing the 1980 Cen-
sus, an-area must have either:

1. A city with a population of at least 50,000 within its
corporate limits, or

2. A Census Bureau defined urbanized area (which must have
at least 50,000population),and a total SMSA population
of at least 100,000.

Each SMSA includes not only a city and its urbanized area, but
'also the remainder.of the county or counties in which they are
locate;i1 and such additional outlying counties as meet specified
criteria relating to metropolitan character and level of commuting
of workers into the central city or counties. Specific criteria
governing the definition of SMSAs recognized before 1980 are
published in Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas: 1975, is-
sued by the Office of Federal Statistical Policy and Standards.

SMSAs are identified by a Federal Information Processing Standards
(FIPS) four-digit numeric code, which follows the alphabetic
sequence of the SMSA name. SMSAs are outlined on small scale maps
in several 1980 report series. SMSA data appear in most 1980
census publications and summary tape files.

In 1982 Or 1983, SMSA boundaries will be reevaluated using 1980
census data on commuting., population density, type of residence
and population growth,. according to new criteria spelled out in
°the Federal Register, January 3, 1980 (Vol. 45, No. 2, Pt. V/).
At that time, new outlying counties may be added or existing ones
dropped, some area titles may change, many new central cities will
be designated, and some areas may be consolidated. Further, the
term "standard metropolitan statistical area" will be shortened to
*metropolitan statistical area" (MSA). These changes will not
affect publication of 1980 census data for SMSAs.

State. The major political unit ofithe United States. TAe
District of Columbii is treated as a State-equivalent in all 1980
census data series.°



Stites are identified by a two-digit Federal /nformation Process-
ing Standards (FIPS) code which follows the alphabetic sequence of
state names, and by a two-digit census geographic state code, the
first digit of which identifies the census division of which the
state is a part. The Federal Information Processing Standards
(PIPS) State code is used for sequencing in most reports and in

tape files which present data for all states.

Tract. A small statistical subdivision of a .couniy. Tracts have
generally stable boundaries and are designed to be relatively
homogeneous areas with respect to populationcharacteristics,
economic status, and living conditions. The typical tract
contains between 2,500 and 8,000 residents. All SMSAs recognized
before the 1980 census are coinpletely tracted. In addition,
census tracts have beeh established in counties outside those
SMSAs (although some of these areas are likely to become SMSAs as
a result of the census).

Tract boundaries are established cooperatively by local Cehsus
Statistical Areas Committees and the Census Bureau in accordance
with gdidelines that impose limitations on population size and
specify the need for visible boundaries. Geographic shape and
areal size of tracts are of relatively minor importance. 'Tract
boundaries are established with the intention of being maintained

over a long time so.that statistical comparisons can be made from
census to census. Census tracts observe county lines and are de-

fined to cover all of the territory within each tracted county.

Census tracts are identified by a four-digit basic code and a
two-digit suffix, e.g., 6059.02. Many census tracts do not have a

suffix. In such cases, maps show just the four-digit code; tapes
give the four-digit code followed by two blanks. Tract numbers

are always unique within a county, and, except for New York, are

also unique within an SMSA. All valid census tract nudbers are in

the range 0001 to 9899.99; a number between 9901.00 and 9989.99
denotes a block numbering,area.

Census tract boundaries are shown on all detailed census maps.
addition, census tract outline maps are being created for each

SMSA and each tracted county outside SMSAs. Tract outline maps
show only those streets and physical features which serve as

census tract boundaries. In addition, tract outline maps show the

boundaries.for places, CCDs and counties.

Urbah and Rural Area (population). Urban and rural denote types
BriFeirria-iF than WgIFM-..careas outlined on maps. As defined

by the Census Bureau, the urban population comprises all persons.

living: 0 1

1. in urbanized areas (defined berow) and

2. in places' of 2,500 or more inhabitants outside urbanized

areas.
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that seldom change and can be easily located, such as roads,
rivers, power lines, etc.

Census county division boundaries are represented on all detailed
census maps. CCDs, in alphabetic sequerice, are assigned unique,
incremental three-digit,numeric codes within counties.

Congressional District. These 435 areas are defined for their
respective starei-EF-3tate legislatures for the purpose of elect-
ing persons to the U.S. House of Representatives. 'Congressional'
diStrioits observed for the 1980 Census are as designated for the
96th Congress.

Small scale maps of congressional districts appear in the
Congressional District Data Book and the Congressional District
Atlas. congrel-FrEiardiiEFict boundaries are not shown on
aetailed 1980 map series.

County. The primary political and administra ve divisions of
states. County boundaries are shown on all ce sus maps. A
three-digit Federal Information Processing St dards (F1PS) county
code identifies each county uniquely within a state. Counties,are
numbered in alphabetic sequence, with independent cities numbered
separately at the end of the list.

Division, (Census Geographic). Census geographic divisions are
nine groups ot states which are subdivisions of the four census
regions. Divisions are identified by a one-digit code which is
also the first digit of the two-digit Census geographic code for
each state in the division.

Enumeration District (ED). An area used in the 1980 Census for
collection aariniiiE53 as a tabulation area where block statis-
tics are not prepared. Enumeration districts do not cross the
boundaries of any other legal or statistical area, including CCDs,
places, counties or congressional districts. Because of these
constraints they vary widely in population size, although they do
not generally exceed a population of 1,600 in areas where the_cen-
sus is taken by mail, or a population of 1,000 in areas where the
-census is taken by conventional enumerator canvassing. The popu-
lation limits are designed so that an ED represents a reasonable
workload for a single enumerator. /n the areas without blocks,
EDs are.the smallest unit of census geography for which statistics
are available.

-Enumeration district boundaries a e shown on mms/vms, place and
county maps in areas where there are do block numbers. EDs are
identified by a four-digit number which may be followed by a one-
character alphabetic suffix. The suffiX is used to identify
subdivisions of EDs made during data collection activities wpere
the original ED proved to be too populous for an efficient work
unit, or to accommodate a revision to a place or other boundary
made too late to be reflected on the maps. An ED number may also
have a.prefix indicating that the ED is of a special type, (e.g.,



an Indian reservation), but the prefix is not necessary for

identification of the ED. ED numbers do not repeat_within a
county.

Place. A concentration of population which may or may not have
legally prescribed limits, powers, or functions. Most of the
places identified in the 1980 Census are incorporated as cities,

towns, villages, or boroughs. In addition, a number of census
designated places (called "unincorporated places" in earlier cen-'
suses) are delineated for 1980 census tabulations.

Incorporated place. A political unit incorporated as a
city, borough, village or town. Most incorporated places
are subdivisions of the CCD in which they are located; for
example, a village located within and legally part of a

township. Some incorporated places cross CCD lines.

Census designated /11.1ce,(CDP). A densely settled popula-
Mira-enter without egally defined corporate limits or
corporate powers or functions. Each has a definite resi-
dential nucleus with a dense, city-type street pattern, and

ideally should have an overall population density of at
least 1,000 persons per square mile. In addition, a CDP is
a community that can be identified locally by place name.
Boundaries of CDPs are drawn by the Cengus Bureau, in
cooperation with state and local agences, to include,
insofar as possible, all the closely, settled areas. In the

1980 Census, statistics are tabulated for each CDP with
"N\ 5000 inhabitants or more if located in an urbanized area

with a central city of 50,000 or more and for each CDP of
1,000 or more if in an urbanized area with a central city
of less than 50,000. Outside of urbanized areas,
statistics are tabulated in 48 states for CDPs of 1,000 or

more.

Incorporated place and CDP boundaries are shown on all

detailed census maps. MMS/VMS maps show the boundaries of

places in or near urbanized areas, and place maps are

available for all places outside MMS/VMS coverage. In
tracted areas, boundaries of places with 10,000 or more
inhabitants are shown on tract outline maps, which are at a

smaller scale than MMS/VMS maps. County subdivision maps,
at still smaller scale, also show boundaries for places.

A four-digit numeric code is assigned by the Census Bureau

to each place in alphabetic sequence within a state.
Separate "place description" codes will also generally
accompany place records. These codes indicate whether or
not a place is incorporated, as well as represent dertain
other information about places.

Region, (Census). Census regions are large groups of states which

are first-order 'subdivisions of the United States for census

purposes. There are four regions--Northeast, North Central,
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The rural population consists of everyone else. Therefore, a
rural classification need not imply farm residence'or a sparsely
settled area, since a small city or town is xural as long as it is
outside an urbanized area and has fewer than 2,500 inhabitants.

The terms urban and rural are independent of metropolitan and non-
metropolitan designations: both urban and rural areas occur in-
side and outside SMSAs.

Urbanized Area (UA). A population concentration of at least
50,000 inhabitants, generally consisting of a central city and the
surrounding, densely populated, contiguous territory (suburbs).

The urbaniZed area criteria define a boundary based primarily on a
population density of at least 1,000 persons per square mile, but
also include some less densely settled areas within corporate lim-
its, and such areas as industrial parks and railroad yards, if
they are adjacent to dense urban development. The density level
of 1,000 persons per square mile corresponds approximately to the
built-up area around a city. The "urban fringe" is that part of
the urbanized'area outside of a central city.

Typically, an entire urbanized area is included within an SMSA.
The SMSA is usually much larger in terms of territory covered and
includes territory where the population density is less than
1,000. Occasionally there is more than one UA within an SMSA. In
some cases, a small part of a UA may extend beyond an SMSA
boundary, and possibly, into an adjacent SMSA. A few 1980 UAs
will be defined in areas which do not meet the 100,000 total
population criterion for SMSA designation. UAs may cross state
boundaries. In a few casei a UA may not include all of an
"extended" central city which is determined to have a significant
amount of rural territory. ,

UAs are identified by four-digit
alphabetic sequence of UA names.
on final Metropolitan Map Series

codes,.which follow the
Their boundaries will be shown
and Vicinity Map Series maps.
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Census of
Population and Housing

Revised Fabruary 1982

Tentative Publication and Computer Tape Program

The results of the 1900 ulnas will be released as soon they ate
tabulated and assembled. In this data ilisseminstion program
three maw media will be utilized: printed reports, computer
tapes, and microfiche.

The publiations of the 1980 canna are released under thres
sublect titles, 1980 Census of Populntion and Haulm 1980
Census of Population, and 1990 Caws of Housing The deecrio
tion of the publication program below is organized in sections,
by census title, followed by the reports under each title. It should
b. noted Mat a number of the population census reports contain
some housing data and a number of the housing census reports
contain some population data.

Folk:ming the description of the publication program are sections
on computer tapes, asps, and microfiche, and a section fisting
the subject items included in the 1980 census.

The data product descriptions include listings of geographic arias
for which data are summarized in that product. Note that the
term "Pace" refers to incorporated places and census designated
(Or unincorporated) places, as well as towns and township in 11
States (the 6 New England States, -the 3 midAtlantic Stem.
Michigan, and Wisconsin).

Order forms for these materials are available in most cases,
arbject to availability of the data product, from Data User
Services Division, Customer Services, Bureau of the Census,
Washington, D.C. 20233; Census Surest, Regional Offices; U.S.
Department of Commetce District Offices; and State Data
Centers. Inquiries concerning any phase of the dete dissemination
program May be addressed to Data User Services Division,
Customer Services, Bureau at the Census, Washington, D.C.
20233. After publication, census reports are on file in many
libraries and are available for examination at any Department of
Commerce District Office or Guam Bureau Regional Office.

The Bureau is continually reviewing its 1980 census publication and computer taps program. Changes may occur
to content, schedules, and media as described in this leaflet. When dates ere hot shown below, schedules are in
review. Revisions showing more complete scheduling will be issued as necessary.

REPORTS

1960 Canna of Population and Housing

fontlintinsty RSPORS ,

Serie C1/0.P Preliminary PoPulation and Hoping Unit Courts

Issued: These report; present preliminary population end housing unit counts a compiled in the census
/60-2/81 district offices. Counts are shown for the following yeas or their equivalents: States, counties,

county mbdivisions, incorporated paces, standard metropolitan statistical areas (SMSA's) at
designated prior to the census, and corigressionai districts as delineated for the 96th Congress.
There is one ranort for each State, els District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, Guam, Virgin Islands
of the United States, end American Samos, and a U.S. Summery report showing counts for the
United States, regions, divisions, and Sates.

Advance Sodom

Series Pt4090-V Final Posuletion and Hewing Unit Grants .

To be Issued: Thus reports present provisional populatiOn counts classified by race and Spenish origin and also
2/81 NOY final housing unit counts prior to their publication in the final reports, These figures supersede the

1912 preliminary counts published kith* PHC804. series. Final counts are shown for the following areas
or their equivalents: States, counties, county subdivisions, incorporated places, and congressional

U S. Deportment of Commerce
RIAU Of Mt CENSUS
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districts as dalineeted for the Nth Comets. There is one report for each State, the District of
Columbia, Puerto Rico, Guam, Viioin Islands of the United Stems, and Americus Samoa. and a
U.S. Sum Mary report showing counts for the United States. regions, divisions, States, and con-
erestional districts.

Pial Reports

Series PHC110-1 BLOCK STATISTICS

To be issued: Them moors mem popsdatice and holding unit tousle and statistics on sleeted Characteristics
forty 1942 which are bated on compiets-count data. Stitistics are thown for 'individual bloats fri UP

mid-1912 blotted tress, for telocied blocks adlecent to urbenked areas, for. bkicks in plikes of 10,000 .or
mcre inhebkanta and for blocks in anus which contracted with the Cams Ilureau to PrOrIcie
biOek =deice. Tok set of nooks consists of 375 sets of microfiche (n0 Printed Morn). and
includes a report* each SMSA. thawing blocked areet within the VASA, and a reportfor etch
Stem and for Puerto Rico, showing blocked arse outside SMSA's, and a U.S. Summery which is
an index to the MIL In addition to micrafiche, printed detailed snaps showing the blocks covered
by the particular report are available.

Series IINC110-2 $N$IJS TRACTS

To be issued: Statistics for most of the population and housing subfeas included in the 7590 census are Pre-
late 1982 Noted for census trios in SMSA's and in other versed arils. Some tables *how Alornpleiacotint

mid-1943 date and others, tenspirestimete dote. Moat statistitis are presented by rack and Swish origin for
rem with at Wit a specified number of persons in stw relevant population groups. There is one
room for eech UNA, as well as one for most States and Puerto Rko covering the trotted areas
outside SMSA's ideeignatid selected areal-

Copies of tab* conseioiov complawcount dew may be purchased et the coet of repraduction
a each at of teblee is completed. Completion dem MP f7D71.serhe 19121,17** mid4911

Series PHC10-3 SUMMARY CHARACTERISTICS FOR GOVERNMENTAL UNITS AND STANDARD METRO-
FOLITAN STATISTICAL ARIAS

To be Owed: Statistics are presented on total population and on completecount and sample population char-
SPring 1982 acterietia such as age. ma, education, disability, ability tO speak ErrOlsh, labor force, and

Fall 1942 income, and on tout housing uniu and housing characteristic' such as value, up of StilletUfll, and
rent. These am shown for the following area or their equivalenu: Stites, SMSA's, counties,
county subdivisions (those which are functioning gerwrall-purpOse local governments), and incorpo-
rated places. There is one moon for each State, the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico. This
series doss not include sU.S. Summery.

Copies of abla tont**, complete-count dem may be purcheard et the cost of itthroducthnt
es ad: at of tablas is completed. Completion daft rave from September 7911 *Toth early
1912.

Series FHC110-4 CONGREUIONAL DISTRICTS OF THE 1111th CONGRESS

To be issued: This report presents complete-count and temple des for congressional districts of the 98th Con-
Spring 1982 emu, The report reflects redistricting now uncleiway in anticipation of the 1982 elections and the

late 1982 special needs of the coneressional audience. Ons reoort will be issued for such of the 50 States
and the District of Columbia

Copan of able: contain* completecount dees may be pundissed st the Cog of reproduction
a nth at of rabiee le completed. Completion dents renff from early WV through mick.1982.

Series FMCIPISI-1 PROVISIONAL ESTIMATES OF SOCIAL. ECONOMIC, AND HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS

To be Issued: This mon presents provisional estimates bessd on sample data collected in the 1980 census.
early 1942 Data on social, economic, and housing characteristics ere shown for the United States as a whole.

each State, the District of Columbia, and SMSA's of 1,000.000 or more inhabitanu. These data are
baud on a special suborn* of the full onus sample. The senspla which relations: about 1.6
percent of the total populetion, was developed to provide users with early data on characteristics
of the population and housing units.
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19130 Cam= of Population
Final Reports

Volume 1.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE POPULATION

Thit volume presents final population counts end statistics on Population charecteristits. Ito IMMO
of reports for the following 57 areas: the United States, each of the 50 States. the District of
Columbia. Puerto Rioa, and the othlying areas of Guam, Virgin Islands of the United -States,
American 'Samoa, and the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands. The volume consists of four
chapters for esch wee, chapters A. B. C. and D. Chapters A and S pritent Mtn collected on a corn-
pieta ,count basis, and chapters C and CI present estimates bated on ample information, except for
outlying miss where all die are collected on a complete-Count basis. In the cornplate-count data
presented there are some differences from the counts Presented earlier in the PHC1104 reports
because corrections wet: med. for errors found after the PHCSON reports mini issued. Chapters
B. C. and 0 present most statistics by raw and Spanish origin for areas with at least a specified
number of the relevant Population BMWs,

The U.S. Summery reports present statistics for the United States, regions, diviskins. Stet's, end
selected areas below the State level. The State or equivelent area marts (which include the
District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, end outlying areas) present statistics for the Stat. or equivalent
tree and its subdivisions.

Statistics for ugh of the 57 areas are issued in separate PaPerbound editions of chapters A. S. and
C. Chapter 0 is to be issued on microfiche only.

Series PC50-14 Chapter A

NUMBER OF INHABITANTS

To be issued: Final population counts are shown for the following areas or their equivalents: States. counties.
10/81early county subdivisiono, incorporated places and census designated places (and towns and townships in

1902 selected States), standard consolidated statistical areas (SCSA's). 9ASA's, and urbanized areas.
Selected tables contain population counts by urban and rural residence. Many tables contain
historical statistics from previous mouses.

Series PC80-1-8 Chapter 9
GENERAL POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS

To be issued: Statistics on household relationship, age, race, Spanish origin, sex, and marital status ere shown for

early 1992 the f011owing Inas or their equivalents: States, counties (by must residence), county subdivisions,

mil:14942 places tend towns and townships in selected States) of 1,000 or more inhabitants, SCSA's,
SMSA's, urbanized areas. Americo Indian reservations, and Alaska Native villages.

Series PC130-14 ChPt** C
GENERAL SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CHARACTERtSTICS

To be issued: Data for subjects shown in the pC90-1-13 reports are presented in more &toil in PC804-C. Also
Fall 19512 shown are amities on netivity, State or country of birth, citizenship and year of immigrationfqr
early 1963 the foreign-born population, language spoken et home and ability to speak English, ancestry, fertility,

family composition, type of group quarters, marital history, residence in 1975. journey to work,
school enrollment. years of school compieted, diesbility. venom status, laborform status, occu-
pation, induiry, class of worker. labor-force status in 1979, income in 1979, and poverty status in

1979. Each subject is shOwn for some Or ell of the following areas or their utuivseents: Snug.
counties (rr ruril and rurakfarrn residence), Places (arkl towns and townships in selected States) of
2,500 or more inhabitants, SCSA's. SMSA's. urbanized areas, American Indio reservations, and

Alaska Native villages.

Series PC90-1-0 Oseptir D
DETMLED POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS

To be issued: Statistics on population characteriiics are presented in considerable detail and crosiclassified by

mid to late age, rico, Spanish Origin, and other characteristics. Each subject is shown for the State or equive-

1913 lint area, and sortie subjects ars also Maim for rural residence at the State level. Mom subiechs are

Mown for SMSks Of 250,000 or iron inhabitants, and a few are shown for central cities of these

SMSN's.



Swim PCS0.2

To be issued:
beginning

1063

Series PC110-S1

To be issued:
5/61

5/81
7/81
9M1

10/81

Saris 14C110.14

To be issued:
serly 1962

mid.1962

Volume 2.

SUBJECT REPORTS

Each of the reports in this volume focuses on a particular subject. Cross.tabulatidns of oopulation
characteristics are shown on a national. re#onal, and divisional Wel. A few reports show statistics
for Stems, large cities. SMSA's. American Indian reservations. or Alaska Native villages. Separate
reports ars tentatively Manned on any or ail of the following therecteritties: tschil and ethnic
'roues, type of residence, fertility, families, marital status, migration, education. employment.
oeffeexittion. industry, journay to work, income. poverty Status, and other sOblectt

km* roe OtePnrOurnfinift of sublantrattorta is afOndalt upon availability of funding in 1$3

SUPPLEMENTARY REPORTS

Theo reports present special compilations of 1963 census statistics dealing with specific popuis-
don sublacts. The reports tentatively inciude the following:

1. PC31041.1 Age. Sex, Race. end *mash Origin of the Polndetion bY Regions. Divisions,
and Suits: 1900

2. PC1041-2 Population and Hominoids by States and Counties: 1900
3. PC110414 Race of the Population by Stater 19110
4. PCSO.M.4 Population and Houieholds for Census Oesignited Pikes: 1900
5. PCIM.Sk-5 Standard Matron:int= Statistical Arms end Standard Consolidated Scads-

nal Areas:1900
5. Unaligned Nonpermenent Residents by Stem and County: lisp
7. Unesehlded Population and Housing Unit Count' for Identified Americen Indian Areas

and Alaska Native Villages: 1980
8. Unmsigned Persons of Spanish Origin by State: 1960

IMO Conan of Housing
Fins/ Regorts

volume 1.
CHARACTERISTICS OF HOUSING UNITS

This volume plesents final housing unit counts and statistics on housing characteristics. It consists
of reports for the following 57 areas: the United Statue. each of the 50 Stem. the District of
Columbia. Puerto Rico. and the outlying areas of Guam, Virgin Islands of the United Stun.
American Samoa, and the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands. The volume consists of twit chap-
ters tor etch nee, chapters A rind B. Chaoter A presents data collected on a combine-count basis.
Chapter B presents estimates bleed on sample information, except for outlying areas where ell date
ere collected on a completecount buns. Both chapters present most statistics by race and Spanish
origin for areas with at Wens specified number of the relevant populetion groups.
The U.S. Summery report presents statistics for the United States, regions. divisions, States. end
selected areas below the State level. The State or equivalent OM reports (which include tM
District of Columbia. Puerto Rico. and oudying areas) present statistics for the Stem or equivalent
area and its subdivisions.

Statistics for sech of the 57 areas are issued In stmerres pePerbound editions of chapters A and B.

Osapter A

GENERA'. HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS

Statistics on units st address. tenure. condominium status, number of moms, person' par room.
plumbing facilities, value. contract rent, and vacancy stews Ire shown for some or all of the
following arms or their equivalents: Metes, counties, county sublivisione, pleas (and towns and
townships in mimed States) of 1,030 or more inhabitants. SCSA's, SMSA's, urbanized areas,

4. American Indian reservations. and Alaska Native villef4111. Selected tables contain housing charm
terinits for urben and rural areas.

Series HC80.14

To be issued:
Fell 1982
early 1963

4

Chapter B

DETAILED HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
Some subjects included in the HC110-1.A reports are Aso covered in this report Additional sublime
covered include units In structure. year moved into unit. year structure built, heating equipment,
funs, air conditioning, water and sewage, gross rent and selected Monthly ownerehld ante. The
statistics am Mown for some or ail of the following areas or their equivalents: States, counties.
Mimes (and towns end townships in selected States) of 2,500 or more inhabitents. SCSA's,
unionized areas, Americen Indian reservations, end Alaska Native villages. Selected tables 'how
housing characteristics for norelfasm end ruralnonfann residence st the Suite and ecemty level.
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Series HC30-2 Volume 2.
METROPOUTAN HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS

To be issued: This volume presents statistics on microfiche (tentatively, no printed reports planned) for most of
mid to late tlie 19110 housing roma subjects in considerable detail and cross-ciassiflcation. Most itatistres are

1983 preeented by race end SPenish origin for areas with st lead a specified number of thr relevant Pop-
ulation poops. Data are shown for -States or equivalent areas, SMSA's and their central cities; and
other chin of 50,000 or more inhabitants. There is one Mort for each NSA, end one report for
nth State, the District of Columbia, and Puerto RIC°. The set includes a U.S. Summary report
showing then nodular for the United States and regions.

Series HC80-3 Volume 3.

SUBJECT REPORTS

To be insed: Each of the reporti in this volume focuses on a particular subjecL Detailed sample estimates and
beginning cross-tabulations of housing characteristics ere provided on a national, regional, and divisional

1943 level. SeParlite rePons are tentatively planned on housing of the elderly, mobile homes, and
Americsn Indian households.
Note that det preparation of subject reports At &Pendant upon 'Nei/ability of funding In 1983

Series HC804 Volume 4. a*

COMPONENTS OF INVENTORY CHANGE

To be issued: This volume consists of two reports presenting statistics on the 1980 characteristics of housing
late 1982 units which existed in 1973, as well a on newly constructed units. conversions, mergers, demoli-

tions, and other additions ind losses to the housing inventory between 1973 end 1980. These
reports present dets derived from a sample survey conducted in the fail of 1980. Data are Pre .
minted for the United States and regions. Some data are presented by inside and outside SMSA's
and central cities.

HC80-5 Volume 5.

RESIDENTIAL FINANCE

To be issued: This volume consists of one report presenting statistics on th financing of nonfarm homeowner,
mil:09113 rental and vacant properties, including characteristics of the mortgage, Property, and owner. The

ststistics are band on a sample survey conducted in the spring of 1981. Data are presented for the
United States ard regions. Some data are presented by inside and outside SMSA's and" central
cities.

HCS041-1 SUPPLEMENTARY REPORTSelected Housing Chwacurincs by Stens end Counties:19SO

Issued: This report presents dunks from the 1980 Census of Housing on general charnteristics of
10/81 housing units for the sa States end the District of Columbia, counties, and indePendent cities.

1980 Census of Population and Housing
Evaluation end Reference Reports

. Series FHC80-E EVALUATION AND RESEARCH REPORTS

These reports present the rnults of the extensive evalustion program conducted as an integral part
of the 1990 census. This program relates to such matters as completeness 9f eriumerstion and
quality of the data on chlifaCtitrigtiet.

Series PHC80-11 REFERENCE REPORTS

Then reports present informstion on the variCus administrative and methodological aspecti of the
1980 census. The series inciUdest .

PHCSO-R1 Users' Guide.

To be issued: This report covers subject content, procedures, geography, staistical products, limitations of the
beginning dna, sources of user assistance, notes on date use, a glossary pf terms, and nguides for locating data

early 1982 in reports and tape files. The guide is hand in loose-leaf form and sold in parts (R1-A, etc.') as

they ere Prepared.

PHC80-112 History.

To be issued: This report describes Indetail all phases of the 1980 census, from the earnest planning, and through
1984 all stages, to the dissemination of data and evaluation of,results. It contains detailed discussionsof

1980 census questions end their use in previous decennial Cariftn11.
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P140113-R3

To be issued:
beginning in

16110 with updates
throueh 1963

PHO110-84

To be issued:
bagisting in

1960 with updates
through 1963

Alphobstieel Index of Industries and clediestiese.

This -report sves developed primarily for use in classifying responses to certain census qUellioni
relating to an emidoyer's kind of business and an timOierieit's kind of wait- The index lists
%Proximately 20,000 industry and 29,000 occupeOpn tides in aiphabetical order.

-
'Ossified Indus of isisteries and Campaisai.
This report defines the industrial and OcCubstional deSfications adopted for the 19110 Census of
PoIndation. It presents the indviduai tides fist constititseadi of the 231 indusap/ and 503 OCCIJ.
nation categories in the classification Mame. TVs individual tides are the same as those Moan in
the Alphabetical Inds. The 19e0 occupation clauifIcation reflects the new UIS. Standerdpccupe-
tonal Classification (SOC). Alt in the set, the 1980 industry classification aiso relicts the Stahd-
ard Industrial Classification (SIC).

.;1P1-1030-R5 tilsegrishis Identifleatien Cede Satinet.
To be.iseued: This report identifies the names sod Mated geographic cods for soh State, county, minor civil
Spring 1982' division. place, region, division, SCSA, VASA, American Indian reservation. and Make lath;

village for which the Canals Bureau tabulated data from the 1910 census.

COMPUTER TAPES
Summary Taps FiloGone*

Ir; addition to the printed and microfiche mom resits of the
1980 census ado are provided on ;deputes tape for the United
Stets and Puerto Rico in the form of summary tape files ISTF's).
These data products hove been designed to prOvide statistics with
opposer subject and geographic detail than is feasible or desirable
to prside in printed and microfiche reports. The STF data are
made MISS, subject to suOpression of certain detail where
necesery to protect confidentiality, at nominel coat.

There are five STF 's, end t he amain of geographic snd subje' ct
detail `=prosented varies. STF's 1 and 2 contain complai-count
dots, and STF's 3. 4. and 5 contain sompie;estimate date Noss

STF 1
To be available:

9/111-. early
1982

STF 2
To be evailable:

early 1982
mid-1982

STF 3
To be available:

Spring 1982
Fall 1982

STF 4
To be available:
' mid-1982

late 1982

the the term "cells" Sed below refers to the number of subject
statistics Provided for each geographic area, and the number of
cells is indicative of the complakity of the subject content of the
file.

Additionally, fedi of the STF's consists of a se; of tapes with
geographic coverage verying by file within the set. These are
issued a State at a time, followed by the national level tapes.
More complete descriptions of the STF'S than giverf in the sum-
mands- below can be found in the technical documentation for
the specific file, and in the WO Wow of Population endHow-
Mg Owe Guide.

Sammery Taps Film

This file provides 321 colls,of,complete-count pOpulation and housing data. Date are summarized
for the United Suss, regionedivisions. Suss, SCSA's, SPASA's: urbanized areas. congressional
districo..counties, county subdivisions, places. cams tracts. enumeration dstrico it unblocked
area, and blocks and block grcluos in blocked 'rem This filo, sat includes, Su shown in the
PHC80-1, PHC80-3, and PC80-1-A

This file contains 2,202 cella of decal oboulation and housing data, of which
982 are repeated forAnde /or Spanish origin groups present in the tabulation arse. Data Off
summarized for the Un S regions, divisions, States. SCSA's, urbanized areas, counties,
county subdivisions, places of 1,000 or more inhabitants. census tracts. Affierican Indian reserva-
tions. end Alaska Native villages. This file is includes data shown in the PHC813-2, PC10-1-8, and
HC110-1-A reports.

This file Corals 1.126 cells of population and housing data estimated from the semple for the
seme area as in STF 1, eickiding blocks. This file set includes data shown in the PifC80-3 reports.
In addition, the' Census purism is exploring vthe possibility of producing STF 3 data for 5-digit
ZIP Code ithme on a coakeimixinable. special-tabulation basis.

This file is ma geoeraphio counterPart of STF 2. but the number of cello of data is aoPrceilmately
three times greeter. STF 4 Ovoids detailed population and housing data asteMsted from the sample.
some of Valich are repeated for race; Spenish origin, and anceetryorcups. Oats IMO summarized for
ores similar to those shown for STF 2, except that data for pieces are limited to those with 2,500

, or4thlre inhabitants. This file sat includes data shown in the PHC80-2. PC80:14, a Hat0-1-8
reports.

to.
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STFI,5 This file contains over 100,000 cans of :fulation and housing data estimated from the sampleTo be available: and provides highly detailed tabulations cross-classifications for States. SMSA's, and countiesmid to laut1963 and cities of 50,000 or more inhabitants. Meet !AAA: an classified by race and Swinish origin.
This file set inciudes data shoves in the PC80-1-0 and 14010-2 reports.

P.L M-171
Peouladen

Counts
issued:

2/81-3/81

Mawr Ares
nefseenee

. File (MARF)
To be available:

9/81 early
1982

Geogrvolie Sass File/
Mai Independent Map
EneesdingO8F/DIME

Beginning in 1978
penodic uodelas

Public-the
filkroslau

bowies
To be available:

mid-1982
ln, 1982

Coleus/EEO
Special File

To be available:
Fall 1982
seri,/ 1963

Other CemPuter

In accordance with Public Law (P.L) 94-171,1 the Census Bureau provided Potsuletion tabula-
tions to all States for legislative reapconionment/redistricting.; The file was issued on a State-by-
State basis. It contains the final population counts classified by race andSpenish origin. The data
ant tabulated for the following levels of geography as applicable: Stens.counties, county subdivi-
sions. inconsorated Places. census tracts. biock groups, and blocks or enumeration districts. For
States Pertichalting in the voluntary Program to define enction precincts In coniunctlon with the
Census Buresu. the dots are also tabulated for election precincts.

This geographic reference file is an extract of STF 1 designed for those vino require a master fist Of
geographic codes and arm, along with basic census counts arrenged hierarchicallyfrom the State
down its the bloca ilfouP,and- snumenolon district level and is issued on a Stati-by-Stats basis.
The file contains records for States, counties, county subdivisions, places, census tracts, enumera-
tion districts in unblocked arm, and block groups in blocked arms, Each record shows the total
IscrOulation by five race groups, pooulation of Spenish origin, number of housing units, number of
households, number of families, anti a few other turns.

These files are computerized representations of the Metrocolitan Map Series, including address
ranges and ZIP Codes, which generally cover the urbanized portions of SMSA's. G8F/DIME files
are used to assign census geographic codes to addresses (geotoding). The files are inued by sylsA.

Public-uas microdots sample's are -computerized files containing most population and housing
characteristics as shown on a sampl of individual census records. These files Contain no names or
addresses. and geographic identification is sufficiently broad to protect confidentiality.

There are three mutuslly exclusive samples, the A; sample including 5 percent, and the B and C
temples each including 1 percent of all persons and housing units. States and most begs SMSA's
will be identifiable on one or mon of the files. Microdina files allow the user to prepare cut,
tomized tabilletiona.

in addition to the moiler summary tape Cu, the &Areas plans to prepare a "Census/EEO Special
File." This public-use computer file will provide sample census data with specified relevance to
EEO end affirmative action uses. The file will contain two tabulations, on* with detailed occu-
pational date and the other with yews of school completed by ape. The data irrisOth tabulations
will be crossed hi sax ancl Hispanic origin or race for non-Hispanics. Than data will be provided
for ell counties, for all SMSA's, and for Incorporated places with g population of 50,000 or more.

MAPS
naps necessary to define anew are generally published a Part of

borresoonding reports. Detailed map po;kaass shooing the
loclu in the MVO Censer of Population and Homing Slot*
wicks reports (PH0110-1) must be purchased sepsrately. Maps
scrosary to define enumeration districts we available on a Mit-
t-reproduction basis.

se"

MICROFICH4
Some of the oomputer ups products we available on micro-
fiche. Like the summery tape file sets, the SW microfiche are
issued a State at a time, followed by the national-torsi microfiche.
These include:

$17 1A MierollehsDeta iron the STF 1 file set an presumed In
tabular form for STF lA summarization levels (block data
from STF 18 we not included).

P.L M-171 Cessnit M1.rofiche-0sta from the P.L 94-171 file
we presented in a listing format on microfiche. The microfiche
wee Issued one State-by-Sone basis.
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7opulation Research Unit
State Census Data Center '

NONCOMPARABILITY OF 1970 AND 1980 RACE/ETHNIC DATA

Consistent with earlier practice, the 1980 census questionnaire distinguished between
"race" and "ethnittty". ExCepting the black category ant that oft-he American Indian,
"race" data from the Censuses.of 1980 and 1970 are not ,comparable. Moreover, the

principal Hispanic indicator was changed in concept and coverage.. Spanish origin is

an "ethnic' classification and persons of Spanish origin may be of any racial group.

The white population group received a more restrictilie definition in 1980 in two respects,
as indicated in (1) apt (2) below. Changes impacting the "other" and "Asian" racial

categories are also stated below.

(1) Persons. electing "other" in the 1970 racial categories and character-
izing themselves as members of one of the Spanish origin groupings

were recoded "white". In 1980, when an estimated 40 percent of, .

Hispanics nationally chose "other" as their r cial. category, they were

left in "other".

(2) "Asian": Persons from India were defined as white in 1970 and ts

Asian in 1980.

(3) "Other": This grouping was augmented by the inclusion of the .

Hispanics who chose this category.

One of the most critical differences in reporting between 1970 and 1980 is the identifi-

cation of the Hispanic population. In 1970 the principal indicator, based upoti a 15

percent sample, was Spanish language. Persons of Spanish langudge were defined as those

whose mother tongue was Spanish and, in dddition, all those living in households where .

the head or the spouse of the head reported Spanish mother-tongue. In California the

additional criterion of Spanish surname was applied. The Spanish surname criterion was

basly upon a lengthy list of surnames used by persons of Spanish heritage but also by

many not of Spanish'background,'for example, Portuguese or !Wien. The joint use of

the two criteria probably resulted in an overcount of those enumerated as Spanish.

However, an acknowledged undercount of Hispanics did exist,in the 1970 census. A

five perCent question on origin was similar to the 1980 question but the sizftof the

sample makes a 10-year comparison of small areas questionable. Furthermore, the

question design was changed adding an unknown bias. According to the CensuS of 1970,

within the limitations described, there were about 3.1 million persons of Spanish

language/Spanish surnames and 2.7 million persons of Spanish origin or descent in

California.

On an optimistic note, coverage has been improved for all groups in 196,- and the

Hispanic definition is one which is more readily compared with definitions used in

administrative records in the calculation of rates. More detailed race and ethnic

categories will be available later this year.
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